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Abstract
Kinematics variation is the inheritant part of the joint mechanics; factors such as
patient anatomy, joint loading and implant alignments are all variable in nature. The
motion patterns of the native human knee joint depend on a combination of its passive
motion and the external loads. The former are described by the bony and the ligamentous
constraints and the latter depends on muscle activity and external forces to the knee. In
order to improve post-surgery knee kinematics, during total knee arthroplasty, the
surgeon follows several implant alignment and ligament balancing philosophies.
Improvement in the design of orthopedic implants requires a good understanding of the
roles that anatomy and implant alignment plays in guiding joint motion. The proposed
research focuses on describing the relationship of various anatomical and implants
alignment factors with the tibiofemoral kinematics during passive envelope and walk.
An experimental method to manually assess passive knee envelope was described.
Principal component (PC) model was developed for the varus-valgus (V-V), internalexternal (I-E) and anterior-posterior (A-P) envelope using twenty-one native cadaveric
knees and the mode of envelope variations were identified. The Four principal
components described about 90% variation in the envelope dataset. First PC summarized
about 70% of the variation and was due to the relative position of the envelope, whereas
second PC captured about 10% variation describing variation in envelope sizes.
Subsequently, gait simulation was run on seventeen knees using the Kansas Knee
Simulator. Effects of variation in V-V and I-E envelope and anatomy on the envelope
along with the gait kinematics were assessed using another PC model. Three PCs
summarized about 90% variation in anatomy, envelope, and gait kinematics. First PC,
iv

describing 50% variation, captured the envelope and gait kinematics shift combined with
the orientation of the epicondylar axis and the origin location of the lateral collateral
ligament. Second PC described about 30% variation and was due to the envelope size and
the gait range of motion, combined with the epicondylar width and the mediolateral
location of collateral origins. Also described was a PC model to predict entire envelope
and gait using anatomy and a few envelope measures. Leave-one-out analysis was used
and kinematics was predicted with the average RMS error of 2.5º.
Same PC model was used to understand the effect of anatomy and the implant
alignment features on the post-TKA envelope and gait kinematics along with the ability
to predict the post-TKA kinematics. Four PCs described about 95% variation in the data.
Half of the variation was due to the shift in envelope and gait kinematics, combined with
the orientation of epicondylar axis and the I-E alignment of the femoral and tibial
implant. The second PC described about 25% of the variation and was tied with the size
of the envelope, gait and epicondylar width. Tibial V-V alignment affected size of V-V
envelope, whereas, femoral I-E alignment was tied with the I-E envelope. Furthermore,
PC model was used to predict the envelope and gait kinematics using anatomy and the
implant alignment features. Leave-one-out analysis was performed for all predictions and
envelope and gait kinematics was predicted and average RMS error was reported.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Knowledge of knee joint functional anatomy and the roles that each individual part of
structure has in guiding the joint motion is beneficial in designing implants. Numerous
studied have been performed to understand the role of soft tissue structure in knee
kinematics; however, which part of anatomical structures and how their geometrical
arrangements drives knee motion can be further studied. To design and assess surgical
procedures for treating knee injuries and diseases, the role of functional anatomy of the
joint structures in the kinematics must be understood. During total knee arthroplasty
(TKA), geometry of the joint structures and their mechanical properties are often
changed. These geometrical parameters include the shape and the size of the articular
surfaces and their locations relative to the ligaments and muscle tendon insertions.
Similarly, several surgical factors, like, flexion gap, tibial posterior and varus-valgus
slope, implant transverse and coronal plane alignment etc, have been identified and
thought to affect the post-TKA knee stability and kinematics; however, their interaction
with each other and its combine effect on knee kinematics needs to be studied in detail.
The passive motion characteristics of the human knee-joint depend on the mechanical
and structural interaction between the articular surfaces, the ligaments and other soft
tissue structures. Because of its importance, the passive knee envelope is almost
universally used as an intra and post-surgery stability assessment tool; however, the intrasurgery knee assessment could also be influenced by the implant orientation. During
dynamic activities like walk and squat, a critical interaction occurs between multiple
muscle forces crossing the knee, compressive force at the joint and forces in the passive
soft tissue. The relationship between the passive knee envelope and the kinematics during
1

various functional activities has not been studied thoroughly. It is unclear how the
articular geometry and muscle activations of the knee influence the contribution of
ligament constraints during dynamic activities. Over last few years, researchers have
focused on investigating the importance of a few anatomical factors of the natural and
post-surgery knee on a joint motion and stability. These factors include the shape of
articular surfaces in natural knees and cruciate and collateral ligaments insertion-origin
points in post-surgery knees. Although the information has highlighted the functional
implication of these factors on the joint motion and stability, identification and effects of
variation of these factors on the joint performance has not been studied thoroughly.
The purpose of the current research was to establish a methodology to understand and
characterize the effects of variation in anatomy and implant orientation on passive knee
envelope and functional kinematics. Previous efforts have been concentrated to
understand the effects of anatomy on kinematics; however these studies lacked the
linking of anatomy with envelope and functional kinematics together; the factors which
could shed light on several important aspects of knee kinematics. The current research is
unique in that from the literature, providing a way to establish a link explaining the
effects of variation in anatomical and passive knee envelope factors on kinematics.
In response to these observations, the objectives of the proposed research are to,
1. Correlate natural knee anatomy with observed tibiofemoral kinematics during a
passive knee envelope and simulated dynamic activities.
2. Additionally, identify the anatomical and envelope factors that explain the
maximum variation in the tibiofemoral kinematics during gait and use them to
predict knee kinematics
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3. Given a priori anatomical information about the natural knee, estimate the effects of
variability in surgical factors, especially implant alignment, on the post-surgery
knee kinematics. In addition, identify the surgical factors that explain the
maximum variation in the post-TKA kinematics and use them to predict the knee
kinematics
In order to accomplish these objectives, following steps were taken. Chapter Two
summarizes the literature review of knee anatomy and variation associated with it.
Experimental technique to obtain knee passive envelope and the subsequent development
of principal component (PC) model to interpret variation in the tibiofemoral envelope is
explained in Chapter Three. Obtained results helped characterize the Varus-Valgus (V-V)
and Internal-External (I-E) passive envelopes while explaining 90% of the variation.
Chapter Four describes the PC methodology to understand the effect of variation in
knee anatomical factors and passive envelope on a functional activity such as gait.
Envelope and anatomical factors associated with the variation in the complete envelope
and gait kinematics were identified. Furthermore, principal component analysis (PCA)
based morphing scheme was developed and the entire envelope and gait kinematics was
predicted using anatomical and a few envelope factors. Chapter Five summarized postTKA envelope and kinematics. After collecting post-TKA passive envelope and gait
kinematics, femoral and tibial implant alignments relative to the bone anatomical
coordinate frames were calculated. Using PCA, effects of variation in the implant
alignment factors, anatomy and envelope factors on the entire envelope and gait
kinematics was estimated. A morphing scheme was later used to predict the envelope and
gait kinematics.

3

The final chapter contains concluding remarks about the use of PCA to understand
the multivariate knee kinematics. Later part of the chapter discusses overall assessment of
the PCA method used in the current study and subsequent suggestions for improving
future research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The literature review is primarily focused on functional knee anatomy which is
thought to influence both passive and active knee laxities and how it changes postsurgery. The additional review provides an introduction to PCA including previously
used PC models to interpret a multivariate knee kinematics dataset. The last section of the
literature review focuses on the use of PC modeling to perform predictions of bone
shapes and its mineral properties using a few principal components.

2.1 Natural Knee Anatomy
A critical interaction between dynamic knee stabilizers, such as muscles, and passive
knee stabilizers, such as soft tissue, occurs in stabilizing the knee joint during walking.
Further understanding of relationship between the knee passive envelope and the
kinematics during various dynamic activities can shed light on the role passive structures
play in stabilizing knee joint [1-4]. Despite this information, the anatomical structures
that guide the knee motion are not well defined. In order to rank the role of anatomical
structures based on their contribution to certain knee motions, the functional anatomy of
the knee must be understood. A good understanding of the roles that each individual part
of the structure has in guiding the joint motion would help identify the important
kinematic-driving factors. The primary constraints to the passive knee envelope are the
geometries of the tibiofemoral articular surfaces and the soft tissue structures around the
knee joint.
2.1.1 Tibiofemoral Bone Morphology
Since the inception of knee arthroplasty, knee implant systems have undergone
significant evolution. Numerous studies on distal femoral and proximal tibial geometry
5

have improved implant sizing, reducing post-operative problems and extending implant
survival rate. These studies have obtained measurement data using a variety of
measurement methods, ranging from using vernier callipers to high resolution biplane
fluoroscopy. Early studies in the 1970s by Seedhom et al. [5], Erkman and Walker [6]
and Mensch and Amstutz [7] established the size of many key linear-dimensional
variables of the knee, and investigated their relationship, forming the basis of implant
geometry. Key femoral anatomical locations are illustrated in Figure 2.1 and related
measured values between some of these points listed in Table 2.1. Complementary
studies, the findings of which are also shown in Table 2.1, have reported on asymmetry
of the distal femur and proximal tibia. In a recent in vivo study of two-hundred diverse
patients, Rooney and FitzPatrick estimated the correlation of various femoral shape and
size variables with ethnicity, gender, and disease state and stage [8]. The group concluded
that femoral shape and size variation are strongly correlated to both ethnicity and gender.
However, in all groups, epicondylar and trochlear widths of the femur were strongly
correlated to the rest of the femoral shape and size variables (Table 2.2). Iwaki et al.
imaged six cadavers to better understand the shape of articular surfaces and its relevant
movement [9]. The group reported that medially, in the sagittal plane the femoral condyle
is comprised of the arcs of two circles and that for the tibia it is roughly two angled
planes. Laterally, the femoral condyle is composed almost entirely of a single circular
facet similar in radius; whereas, the tibia is generally flat allowing anterioroposterior
translation of the lateral femoral facet. Similar findings were reported by the Martelli et
al. [10]; however, unlike Fitzpatrick et al. [8], both these groups failed to report the
variability within the subjects and the relationship between the tibiofemoral shape
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variables with its size. Despite the plethora of knowledge about the tibiofemoral bone
morphology, the relationship between knee size and shape variables with knee kinematics
has not been reported in literature.
Recent morphological studies have concentrated on identifying one or two 1-D
femoral dimensions to represent the size of an entire knee. While studying the resection
surface geometry of a knee, Fitzpatrick et al. found a positive correlation between
femoral epicondylar width and tibial and patellar size variables [11]. Similar results were
found by Mahfouz et al. [12] and Lavellee et al. [13] in their in vivo studies. This finding
was important and has been used in an automated navigation system like computer
assisted surgery (CAS). Lavellee et al. developed a statistical model to address the
problem of extrapolating very few range data to obtain a complete surface representation
of a knee [13]. The group used epicondylar width and interconlylar width points along
with a few other random points to represent the femoral size and shape in a CAS system
successfully. Although these studies provided revolutionary opportunities to improve
knee implant designs, literature doesn’t shed light on the effects of variability in
tibiofemoral bone morphology on the knee kinematics.
2.1.2 Articular Surfaces
The primary articulation of the knee occurs between the femur and tibia, as the femur
rolls across the superior surface of the tibia, so that the contact points are continuously
changing. The articulating surfaces of both the femur and tibia are covered with hyaline
cartilage, which is composed of a matrix of closely packed collagen fibers. The tibia and
femur are separated by the medial and lateral menisci, which are pads of fibrocartilage.
They serve as shock absorbers and conform to the shape of the articulating surfaces as the
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femur changes position. They also provide lateral stability to the joint and act as a
secondary stabilizer to the cruciate ligaments. Both these structures interact to provide
joint stability in the knee.
Many studies have been conducted to investigate the topology of the articular
surfaces of the femur and the tibia [9, 14-16]. In an in vivo MRI study of the twenty adult
Caucasian subjects Aoife and FitzPatrick found the thickness distribution of the femoral
and tibial articular cartilage [17]. They observed that the femoral cartilage thickness
varied along the inner, outer and central lines of both medial and lateral condyles.
Whereas, tibial cartilage thickness varied in the mediolateral and anterioroposterior
direction of both medial and lateral plateau. But, the study did not exclusively examine
the participation of the different parts of the femoral and tibial geometry in guiding the
passive motion. Martelli et al. studied the shapes of the tibiofemoral articulation and
divided it into anterior segments, contacting from 0º-20º of flexion, and posterior
segments, contacting from 20º-120º of flexion [10]. The group further investigated the
mediolateral and anterioroposterior translation and rotation of the tibiofemoral articular
contact point. Researchers have also studied the role of the meniscus in the tibiofemoral
articulation [8, 17, 18]. As reported in the literature, the meniscus floats between the
tibiofemoral articular cartilages during 30º-120º of flexion range [18]. For the flexion
angles less than 30º, the medial condyle of the femur pushes more on the anterior horn of
the medial meniscus and experiences anterioroposterior constraint. Whereas, for the
flexion angles greater than 120º, the lateral meniscus is trapped between the tibiofemoral
articular surfaces producing a considerable resisting force. In the basic and simplified
model Amiri et al. attempted to understand the role of tibial articular surfaces in guiding
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the passive motion [19]. The group subsequently concluded that the medial meniscus
promoted the tibial internal rotation and restrained the femoral posterior translation;
whereas, the lateral meniscus and the medial aspects of the tibial eminence was found as
the elements that confined the tibial internal rotation. In summary, current available
literature provide insight about the shape and size variation of the tibiofemoral articular
surfaces and role of the meniscus in guiding knee motion; however, this does not explain
the effect of intra-subject anatomical variation of articular cartilage on knee kinematics
during active or passive motions.
2.1.3 Ligaments
The passive motion characteristics of the human knee joint depend on the structural
interaction between the articular surfaces and the ligaments. Because of the relative
incongruency of the articular surfaces, the ligaments play an important role in providing
the passive stability of the joint. The term ‘stability’ is widely used in the literature;
however, a very few authors have quantified the term. In his review article, Engh defined
joint as a stable joint if a knee can open 3mm when V-V moments are applied [20].
Whereas, O’Conner and Goodfellow defined stability as a measure of the degree to which
relative movement at the bearing surface is limited or resisted [21]. Although TKA is a
well-established procedure that generally results in pain relief and a high level of patient
satisfaction, post-TKA instability is one of the most common causes of the TKA failure
[15, 22-24]. Several studies reported that the post-TKA instability might be due to the
inadequate correction of soft tissue imbalances in both sagittal and coronal planes [22,
23, 25-27]. In the native knee, sagittal plane stability is maintained by the cruciate
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ligaments, whereas in both native and post-TKA knees, frontal plane stability is
controlled by the collateral ligaments.
2.1.3.1 Cruciate Ligaments
Sagittal plane stability of a knee is achieved by two cruciate ligaments: the anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) and the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL). The ACL is attached
to the cavity in front of the spine of the tibia and passes obliquely superior, posterior and
laterally, inserting into the inner and posterior part of the lateral femoral condyle. The
PCL is attached to the posterior cavity of the tibial spine and passes superior, anterior and
medial to the medial condyle of the femur. Both of these ligaments are further
subdivided into two bundles. They include the antero-medial (aACL) and postero-lateral
bundles (pACL) of the ACL along with the anterior (aPCL) and posterior (pPCL) bundles
of the PCL. Several studies have been performed to understand the biomechanical
behavior of cruciate ligaments and their role in passive knee motion. In their mathematic
model, Butler et al. recognized the complex multifiber bundle morphology of both
cruciates and have suggested that each bundle has unique biomechanical roles in
controlling tibiofemoral kinematics [1, 2, 28]. Another analytical model developed by Yu
et al. helped divide the flexion range and identify the role of each cruciate during that
flexion range [1]. The group found that for passive range of knee motion all of the
cruciate ligament bundles were loaded with the joint positioned between 0º-10º of knee
flexion. However, passive flexion of the knee from 10º-50º caused the aACL and the
pACL, along with the pPCL to slack or unload, indicating minimum contribution of
cruciates. After 50º of knee flexion, anterior bundles of both the ACL and PCL became
tensed indicating their active recruitment. Similar results were observed by Temelli et al.
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[29] and Blankevoort et al. [2]. While studying the recruitment of a knee ligament,
Blankevoort and associates found that both bundles of the ACL and the posterior bundle
of the PCL were engaged during tibial internal rotation. Whereas, only the anterior
bundle of the PCL was recruited with tibial external rotation at higher flexion angles
(>90º). In an in vivo study with eight patients, Li et al. used dual fluoroscopy to measure
free lengths of both cruciates during deep squat [30]. The group reported increases in the
lengths of the aPCL and pPCL bundles with flexion from 0º to 120º and decreased
beyond 120º of flexion. The femoral attachment of the posterior cruciate ligament twisted
externally with increasing flexion and reached a maximum of 86.4º ± 14.7º at 135º of
flexion. However, Li et al. didn’t report the effects of the variation in the ligament origininsertion sites on the knee stability and kinematics.
2.1.3.2 Collateral Ligaments
Coronal plane stability of a knee is partially maintained by two collateral ligaments:
the medial collateral ligament (MCL) and the lateral collateral ligament (LCL).The MCL
has multiple origin and insertion sites and spans the medial aspect of the knee. It is
divided into three distinct components: the superficial MCL (sMCL), the deep MCL
(dMCL) and the postero-medial capsule (PMC). The primary function of the MCL is to
resist valgus torques applied to the tibia, although it is a secondary restraint to anteriorposterior force and internal-external torques. Different structures and different bundles of
the MCL come into play at different degrees of knee flexion to stabilize the joint. A
ligament recruitment study performed by Blankevoort et al. observed that the dMCL was
recruited over the entire flexion range, whereas the PMC was slack for flexion angles
greater than 60º [2]. Of the dMCL, only the posterior portion was loaded between
11

extension and 20º. In a similar study performed by Ahmed et al., the MCL was found to
be a supporting restraint to internal rotation [31]. The group measured tension between
the MCL for internal-external rotation and found a gradual increase in MCL tension from
external to internal rotation. On the lateral aspect of a knee, the LCL originates from the
femur and insert on the fibula. The LCL is a primary restraint to the varus and external
tibial rotations. Further extending the study from the MCL, Blankevoort et al. observed
that the posterior portion of the LCL was not recruited beyond a certain flexion angle,
which was variable among the tested joint specimens [2, 3]. However, at full extension
and under anterior-posterior loads of ±30N, the LCL was extremely tight indicating
constraint to the anterioroposterior motion. In another in vivo study of five subjects, Li et
al. attempted to measure free lengths of collateral ligaments using dual fluoroscopy [32,
33]. They found that the length of the sMCL did not change significantly with flexion,
the length of the PMC consistently decreased with flexion and the change in length of the
dMCL with flexion was similar to the trend observed for the sMCL. The length of the
anterior aspects of LCL increased with flexion and posterior bundle decreased with
flexion. The group concluded that the collateral ligaments did not elongate uniformly as
the knee was flexed, with different bundles becoming taut and slack.
Several mathematical and computational models have shown that both cruciate and
collateral origin and insertion points have a prominent effect on the kinetic and
kinematics model output quantities, while stiffness and initial strain condition of the
ligament bundles had less of an effect on the model outputs [2, 10, 22, 29]. Temelli et al.
observed that the output of his mathematical knee model was sensitive to the small
variation in the insertion-origin location of ACL, sPCL, dPCL, MCL and LCL [29].
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Similar behavior was observed by the Beynnon et al. who developed a sagittal plane
model of a knee using sensitivity analysis [1]. All these studies raised a concern about the
efficacy of computational modeling to the ligament free length and its attachment sites.
Therefore, further understanding of the link explaining the variability in ligament origininsertion locations and its effect on knee kinematics would be useful.

2.2 Total Knee Arthroplasty
Total knee arthroplasty is a procedure to replace the degenerated and osteoarthritis
knee articular cartilage by tibial and femoral prostheses. Although successful in pain
relief, the procedure does not ensure post-surgery knee stability during various functional
activities [34, 35]. Several factors have been identified that affect the post-surgery
performance of a joint. Some of these major factors are: surgical management of soft
tissues, prosthesis design features and its alignment.
2.2.1 Modifications in Total Knee Arthroplasty
It is well established that the long-term results of TKA are influenced by the
immediate postoperative restoration of proper ligamentous stability and implant
alignment. Adequately managing or balancing of the soft tissue is a key factor in
achieving a successful TKA. Post-operative malalignment or imbalance of the collateral
ligaments can lead to a lax joint and result in early loosening and instability, and leaving
the knee too tight may cause stiffness and limited motion. Delp at al. defined coronal
plane stability as 6º of overall varus-valgus range of motion and less than 3º differences
in varus or valgus motions from unloaded or ‘neutral’ alignment [36]. In a retrospective
study, Engh et al. defined stability as relatively equal tension on the medial and lateral
sides of the knee with the mechanical axis passing through the center or slightly lateral to
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the center of the knee [20]. These stability criteria are useful while operating on knees
with fixed varus-valgus deformities. It is accepted that release of the lateral soft tissue,
iliotibial band and LCL, is needed for the correction of a valgus deformity. However, the
procedure of the medial release for the correction of a varus deformity remains a matter
of discussion.
Ligament balancing also plays an important role while defining tibiofemoral bone
resection surfaces and subsequent implant alignment. In a rectangle flexion gap method, a
gap between posterior femoral cuts and distal tibial cut at 90º flexion angle is achieved;
whereas, at in a rectangle extension gap, a gap between distal femoral cuts and proximal
tibial cut at full extension is achieved. Surgeons use various philosophies to obtain these
rectangle gaps; by collateral ligament release, re-cutting bone cuts or using thicker tibial
inserts. Failure to achieve the rectangular gap at full extension and 90º of flexion leads to
limb misalignment and is considered a symptom of varus or valgus knee deformity. To
increase the accuracy of flexion-extension gaps, surgeons have used various methods.
Kurosaka et al. used a navigation system (CAS) to evaluate the flexion-extension gap at
various flexion angles instead of only at full extension and 90º of knee flexion [25, 37].
The group reported varying joint gap with flexion angle and recommended necessary
changes in either implant design or surgical procedure or both. Matsueda et al. reported
the gradual effects of resection of various medial and lateral soft structures on flexion
gaps at 0º and 90º of knee flexion [26]. Both, the joint gap and the frontal plane
alignment, were more sensitive to the medial release sequence than the lateral. Although
the information is useful to understand importance of joint gap, both these authors did not
report the relationship between tibiofemoral kinematics or tibial frontal plane alignment
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and flexion-extension gap. The knowledge of the variability in flexion gap and its
subsequent effects on the specific tibiofemoral kinematics will help correlate the surgical
variables with post-TKA knee stability and performance.
Several authors have suggested that altering the rotation of the femoral component
during TKA may significantly improve both tibial and patellar tracking with minimum
complications [24, 38, 39]. Particularly, Rhoads et al. [40], Figgie et al. [24] and
Anouchi et al. [39] concluded that a small amount of femoral external rotation improves
tibiofemoral kinematics. With neutral alignment defined as equal resection of the
posterior femoral condyles, external femoral rotation decreases the dimension of
posterior medial condyle and increases the lateral condyle, and would be expected to
cause varus positioning of the tibia relative to femur. Moreover, the external femoral
alignment decreases the lateral flexion gap without creating an abnormally increased
medial flexion gap or abnormal stress in the lateral ligaments. Tibial slope in the frontal
plane is also an important factor. In order to maintain a 3º varus slope, perpendicular
resection of the proximal tibial surface usually removes more bone from the lateral tibial
surface than the medial surface [41, 42]. Rotational position of the femoral component is
likely to interact with this slope and affect the flexion-extension gap, which is later
corrected by the further ligament balance. These interacting and iterative relationships
between ligament balance, bone resection surfaces and implant alignment are thought to
affect the knee stability and alignment during both passive and active motions of a knee.
Although several surgical factors, like flexion gap, tibial posterior and medial-lateral
slope, implant transverse and coronal plane alignment etc., have been identified and
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thought to affect the knee stability and kinematics, their interaction and effect on knee
kinematics have can be studied further.
2.2.2 Knee Envelope as an Assessment Tool
The motion patterns of the human knee joint can be partially explained by its passive
motion characteristics, which are described by the ligaments and the bony constraints.
The relationship between the passive knee envelope and the kinematics during various
dynamic activities has not been studied thoroughly. It is unclear how the articular
geometry and muscle activations of the knee influence the contribution of ligament
constraints during dynamic activities. In a native knee, biological arrangement of the soft
tissue structures and the articular surfaces drive the passive motion. Knee kinematics
collected from the passive envelope assessment could therefore be used to identify the
role of various soft tissues in driving motion of a native knee. This information could be
crucial to compare post-TKA stability, which is maintained by the ligament balance and
the implants’ design features.
Because of its importance, the passive knee envelope is almost universally used as an
intra- and post-surgery stability assessment tool. Knee stability has important functional
implications; thus, understanding how total knee arthroplasty changes the knee stability
and how that change is related to surgical technique is an important step towards
improving surgical reconstructions. Several authors have attempted to approach knee
stability from a knee laxity point of view, which can be evaluated using knee passive
envelope of motion [28, 39, 43]. Previous researchers have studied a knee laxity intraoperatively using surgical navigation system like CAS [28, 40], on live patients using
manual loading [44] and on cadavers using various loading devices [3, 22, 45]. The
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comparison of post-surgery envelope with pre-surgery may highlight the factors
responsible for the reduced post-surgery knee stability.
These studies provided meaningful information about knee joint laxity; however, they
failed to establish the link between passive knee motion and active kinematics like walk
and squat. Therefore, a method of evaluating success of TKA using intra-surgical
envelope assessment could be inadequate and could fail to predict functional outcome of
a surgery. Keeping this gap in mind, Freeman et al. attempted to understand the
relationship between passive envelope and load-bearing in vivo squat [46]. In seven
loaded living knees with the subjects squatting, the relative TF motions were similar to
those in the unloaded knee. Also, characteristics motions, tibial internal rotation,
posterior femoral translation and femoral facets ‘Lift-off’, with knee flexion were
observed. The group concluded that the similar soft tissues and functional constraints like
articular geometry drives both passive motion and weight-bearing squat. Andriacchi et al.
tested thirty-five subjects to understand the interaction between active and passive knee
stabilizers during level walking [47]. The results demonstrated that both muscle forces
and soft tissue recruitment played important role in maintaining joint stability during
stance phase of a gait. Although the study shaded a light on the relationship between knee
constraints during level gait, authors did not talk summarize the trends of passive flexion
and its association with gait kinematics. Therefore, understanding link between passive
knee motions and functional activities could provide unique piece of information.

2.3 Principal Component Modeling of a Knee
Principal component analysis is a statistical tool that has become quite popular in the
analysis of multivariate data. The aim of a PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a
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multivariate data set while retaining as much variation as possible. The original variables
are transformed into principal components. The Principal Components (PCs) are linearly
independent of one another. The first PC is a linear function of the variables, which has
maximum variance. The second PC is a linear function of the variables, orthogonal to the
first PC, which has maximum variance. This was described geometrically by Jolliffe in
terms of two variables [48]. If there are just two variables they could be plotted on an x-y
graph. A linear equation for x could be written in terms of y, and similarly a linear
equation for y could be written in terms of x. but these two equations would be different
as they are involved in reducing the distance from the points to the line in either the x- or
the y-direction but not both, and assume one independent and one dependent variable.
The first PC defines a best-fit line to the points, which reduces the perpendicular distance
from the points to the line. The second PC is a line orthogonal to the first (Fig. 2.2). If an
ellipse was drawn around these points the major and minor axes of the ellipse would be
the first and second PCs respectively. The higher the correlation between x and y, the
more variation there will be along the direction of the first PC and the less there will be
along the direction of the second PC. This theory can be expanded to include multiple
variables.
The number of PCs will be equal to the number of variables, but each subsequent PC
will be orthogonal to the previous PCs and will be responsible for less variation than the
previous PC. If a set of variables have substantial correlations among then, the first few
PCs will account for most of the variation in the original variables. For a PCA to give any
useful results, this must hold true with a number of PCs that is significantly fewer than
the number of original variables explaining most of the variation. Interpretation of PCs is
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one of the most important steps in PCA. The sign of a PC coefficient is usually arbitrary,
what is important however, is the sign of a PC coefficient relative to the signs of the other
coefficients in the PC. If PC coefficients have the same sign, it relates to the variability
that the variables have in common. If PC coefficients have different signs it relates to
differences in variability. If, for example, a principal component has nearly equal
coefficients of the same sign, the PC is a weighted average of all variables. An increase in
one variable is matched with an increase in all other variables and similarly a decrease
will affect all variables equally. In terms of anatomical or biological measurements, this
PC is usually associated with the size of the specimen. In other PCs there are usually two
groups one containing the positive coefficients and the other containing the negative
coefficients of non-negligible magnitude. An increase in the proportions of the variables
of one group is matched by a decrease in the proportions of the variables in the other
group. In anatomic terms, PCs with coefficients of the same sign describe size variation
in the specimen, as all dimensions are varying in the same direction; PCs with
coefficients of different signs describe shape variation in the specimen.
Several authors have demonstrated the usefulness of PCA in knee biomechanics to
reduce the dimensionality and explain inter-subject variability of the gait waveform.
Deluzio et al. first introduced the concept to PC modeling in knee biomechanics by
comparing net reaction force and flexion angle of normal and pathological gait patterns
[49]. In following studies, the group further developed the model and attempted to
understand the frontal plane dynamics and loading response of native and
unicompartmental gait cycles [50]. Since then, a number of researchers used PCA to
compare several waveforms of normal and pathological patients. Epifanio et al.
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compared knee flexion-extension angle and moment during sit-to-stand waveforms [51].
Sadeghi et al. first developed a simple PC model to study the underlying structure of
power developed by flexors/extensors of the hip in able-bodied gait [52]. In a follow-up
study the group used PCA to compare the functional roles of hip flexors/extensors
between right and left limb [53]. Although these authors used PCA to compare normal
and pathological kinetics/kinematics, PC interpretation was not performed in their
studies. This PC interpretation with gait kinematics/kinetics was performed by Beynon et
al., who addressed the variability in knee flexion-extension, varus-valgus and internalexternal rotation angle along with anteroposterior and vertical reaction force at knee
during stance phase of a gait [54]. The group further interpreted the first few PCs of each
input variables and correlated them with either the reaction force magnitude or the
percentage of stance phase.
2.3.1 PC Modeling, a Prediction Tool
In many existing CAS-systems optical localizers are used to acquire scatter point data
on patient’s bone surface in order to create a patient specific bone model. Several
statistical models have been developed to build a complete surface model from sparse
data; however, Point distribution model (PDM) proposed by Coots and Taylor is a widely
accepted model [55]. The method first uses a training dataset to estimate the mean shape
of the surface. Modes of the variations, PCs, are found using PCA on the deviations of
the training set from the mean. These modes or PCs are represented by orthogonal
eigenvectors. A new shape is generated by adding linear combinations of the most
significant variation vectors to the mean shape. In other words, in a PDM algorithm, the
sets of points are aligned to minimize the variance in distance between equivalent points
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on mean shape model. Since for each PC, the deviation of mean shape within ±3σ of the
training shapes can be obtained, PC interpretation becomes relatively easier.
Mahfouz et al. used PDM and PCA to estimate the difference between male and
female femur shapes [12]. The group also correlated each PC with the femoral surface
and demonstrated exactly which portion of the femoral surface is sensitive to the gender
differences. FitzPatrick et al. used the similar approach to interpret the size and shape of
the resection surface geometry of the orsteoarthritic knee [11]. Their model explained the
variability of the tibiofemoral bone cuts on fourteen subjects. The variation of mean
resection cuts within ±3σ for first two PCs demonstrated that first PC was a resection cut
size variable, whereas second PC was associated with the posterior femoral cuts which
could lead to overhang or underhang of the femoral implant.
2.3.2 PCA Optimization
Numerous PCA optimization routines have been used successfully to predict outcome
from a-priori knowledge. The ‘Hand crafted’ models, articulated models, active contour
model, Fourier series model, statistical shape models are a few of the optimization
routines. All these models attempted to obtained complete output parameters using a few
input parameters. Statistical models were widely used for constructing a patient specific
3D surface using small subset of digitized points [56]. Several statistical models were
developed to predict the bone shape; however, very few of them allowed interaction
between spatial, such as bone shape, and non-spatial, such as age, BMI, gender etc.
Styner et al. derived a scheme operating directly in the PCA shape space
incorporating a large set of possible variations including parameters additionally to
spatial information such as patient height, weight and age [39]. The optimization method
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was based on the iterative removal of shape information associated with the digitized
points. During the optimization, the group calculated the most probable shape subjected
to the boundary conditions that are related to the initial digitized landmark. The resulting
outline was used for registration and as an initial configuration for computing the most
probable shape for the next digitized point. Using shape analysis, the group examined the
remaining shape variability after the surface information coded by the digitized points
was progressively subtracted. The procedure was repeated until all digitized points were
used to obtain the final bone shape. The optimization procedure offered the benefit of
including non-spatial information. Therefore, this optimization algorithm can be used to
predict a dataset in spatial space, using a few non-spatial parameters.
Despite the wide range of applications of PCA in knee biomechanics, almost no study
in the literature addresses the use of PCA to interpret passive or active knee laxity and
variation associated with it. The PC modeling provides huge potential to well interpret
and understand the knee kinematics. Also, with enough training sets of passive
envelopes, the mean size and shape describing entire variation in the motion can be
obtained. Several anatomical factors, which are thought to affect the passive envelope of
knee, and their variability can be associated with the knee kinematics. The method can be
further used to identify factors responsible for specific knee motion and their ranking
based on their influence of variability on a knee kinematics.
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2.4 Figures

Figure 2.1: Illustration of commonly measured variables of the distal femur, listed in Table 2.1: (a)
epicondylar width (AF), condylar width (BE), medial condylar width (BC), lateral condylar width
(DE), overall AP (GH), medial AP (IJ) and lateral AP (KL); (b) patellofemoral radius (R1), medial
posterior radius (R2) and lateral posterior radius (R3).

Figure 2.2: Left: Two variables x and y. Assumes y is dependent, and x is independent. Right: PC1
axis lies along the axis of maximum variation, with PC2 lying along the axis of maximum variation,
subject to being orthogonal to PC1.
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2.5 Tables
Table 2.1: Literature anthropometric data on the distal femur (male/female values separated by ‘/’)

Mensch et al.
Yoshika et al.
Berger et al.
Walker et al.
Elias et al.
Mastuda et al.
Rooney et al.
Rooney et al.

Mensch et al.
Yoshika et al.
Berger et al.
Walker et al.
Elias et al.
Mastuda et al.
Rooney et al.
Rooney et al.

Measurement
Method

Ethnicity

n

Epicon.
Width

Condylar
Width

Medial
Condylar
Width

Cadaver
Cadaver
Cadaver
Radiograph
Radiograph
MRI
CT Scans
CT Scans

Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Japanese
Caucasian
Japanese

83
32
75
50
26
90
35
79

90.0/80.0
85.6/75.4
86.8/78.8
85.8/73.8

81.1/69.7
83.0/72.0
74.4/66.2
74.1//62.2

29.9/24.5
32.0/27.0
28.0/24.2
28.9/24.6

Lateral
Condylar
Width

Overall
AP

Medial
Condylar
AP

Lateral
Condyalr
AP

Medial
Posterior
Radius

Lateral
Posterior
Radius

Patellofe
moral
Radius

31.4/26.6
31.0/28.0
31.4/28.7
32.0/27.4

76.1/69.5
72.4/64.7

68.1/61.2
70.0/63.0
63.5/58.0
69.0/62.5
28.9/24.6

67.9/61.9
72.0/65.0
64.1/60.7
69.8/63.8
65.5/58.8

-

-

-

20.0
20.3
21.0/19.1
20.6/17.9

20.0
19.0
22.2/19.8
19.8/17.9

24.0
22.1/21.1
19.8/18.9
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Table 2.2: Correlation coefficients of various distal femoral measures for 187 subjects. ‘Bold’
numbers shows stronger correlation (Rooney et al.)

Epiwd
Epiwd
AP
Conwd
Medcodwd
Latcondwd
Medcondap
Latcondap
Trochlng
Trochwd
Patfemrad
Medpostrad
Latpostrad

Epiwd
AP
Conwd
Medcodwd
Latcondwd
Medcondap
Latcondap
Trochlng
Trochwd
Patfemrad
Medpostrad
Latpostrad

AP

Conwd

Medcodwd

Latcondwd

Medcondap

1.00
0.58
0.58
0.53
0.44
0.58
0.42
0.48
0.41

1.00
0.72
0.71
0.46
0.64
0.39
0.57
0.59

1.00
0.92
0.72
0.59
0.67
0.69
0.70

1.00
0.88
0.92
0.63
0.79
0.86
0.86
0.63
0.89
0.55
0.72
0.70

1.00
0.85
0.56
0.75
0.95
0.95
0.67
0.64
0.59
0.69
0.71

1.00
0.70
0.84
0.83
0.82
0.56
0.73
0.46
0.65
0.66

Latcondap

Trochlng

Trochwd

Patfemrad

Medpostrad

Latpostrad

1.00
0.69
0.55
0.63
0.70
0.73

1.00
0.34
0.74
0.58
0.54

1.00
0.28
0.43
0.41

1.00
0.53
0.48

1.00
0.74

1.00
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Chapter 3: Development of a Statistical Model to Characterize
Passive Envelope of Natural Knees
3.1 Introduction
The motion patterns of the human knee joint partially depend on a combination of its
passive motion characteristics and the external loads. The former are described by the
bony and the ligamentous constraints and the latter depends on muscle activity and
external forces to the knee. The passive envelope of a knee is the overall laxity of the
knee in any given degree-of-freedom throughout the flexion range. It is believed that the
active motions like walking and squatting are influenced by the passive envelope, it is
also thought that the passive motion characteristics of a knee could assist in
understanding the knee joint kinematics [2, 3]. Although several authors have studied
passive knee envelope characteristics, it is not clear from the literature which anatomical
structures guide the knee in passive or active motion and how their geometric
arrangement produces the unique path of passive knee motion [1-3, 28, 57]. A few
mathematical models were developed to study the structures that guide the passive knee
motion [1, 2]; however, the results obtained were highly sensitive to the ligament bundle
description, its properties, and their intra-subject variability to ligament insertion-origin
sites. To explain the relationship between knee anatomy and its variability with threedimensional knee motion completely, variability in the kinematic envelope of a knee
must be understood thoroughly.
Ligament balancing is an accepted and practiced step during total knee arthroplasty.
Research has indicated that poor ligament balancing can contribute to failure through
increased wear rates, implant loosening and abnormal kinematics [20, 25, 37]. To ensure
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proper ligament balancing, almost all surgeons check knee laxity envelope at full
extension and at multiple flexion angles. The change in passive envelope of motion from
the natural condition could be used to observe the altered constraint and stability
achieved with a TKA. To establish a strong link between the post-surgery and presurgery knee envelope, passive envelope of a native knee must be explored. The
objective of the present study was to characterize the tibiofemoral passive envelope using
a multivariate analysis technique, principal component analysis. The study tested the
following hypotheses:
1. The maximum variation in the tibiofemoral passive envelope will be observed in
its relative position throughout the flexion range.
2. Due to the taut ligaments, the minimum variation in V-V and I-E envelopes will
be observed at full extension and early flexion (<20°). Whereas, due to the natural
roll back and more consistent patterns in A-P motion, variation in the A-P
envelope will be a minimum at deeper flexion (>100°).

3.2 Materials and Methods
Twenty-one fresh frozen cadaver legs (age: 63.7±10.9, BMI: 26.1±3.4) were thawed
at room temperature and then dissected. For each leg, the femur and tibia were sectioned
28 cm proximal and 18 cm distal to the epicondylar axis. All soft tissue within 10 cm of
the knee joint was left intact to prevent the dehydration of the tissue. Soft tissue more
than 10 cm from the epicondylar axis was removed, with the exception of the multiple
heads of the quadriceps tendons. Remainders of the tibia and femur were cleaned and
cemented into tubular fixtures aligned parallel to the bones’ intermedulary canals. A
fixture was permanently mounted on the femoral tube, which was fixed on the surgical
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table for the envelope assessment (Fig. 3.1). For the passive envelope of motion, the
femur was fixed leaving the tibia to move freely. An assessment was performed manually
by moving the tibia though the flexion-extension (F-E) range of motion (ROM) from full
extension to full flexion. During the F-E ROM, loads and torques were applied until the
tibial varus-valgus (V-V), internal-external (I-E) and anterior-posterior (A-P) motion was
constrained. The constraint was felt by the researcher’s tactile sensations and may not be
a clear end point of that motion. Care was taken while applying the loads in order to
avoid damaging the soft tissue around the joint.
Tibiofemoral motions were captured during the assessments by tracking rigid arrays
of infrared-light emitting diodes mounted to the tibial and femoral fixtures using an
Optotrak 3020 camera system (NDI, Waterloo, Canada). Reported accuracy of the system
is 0.5 mm and 0.5º [58]. Several anatomical landmarks were identified and their locations
were captured using a digital stylus. Probed anatomical points are listed in Table 3.1.
Tibiofemoral kinematics were estimated using a modified Grood and Suntay knee
kinematics description [59]. The V-V, I-E and A-P passive envelopes of a representative
knee are given in Fig. 3.2. Achieved envelope boundaries were identified at each 1º of
flexion angle (red and black dots in Fig. 3.2). Kinematic analyses were concentrated on
the tibial V-V, I-E and A-P envelope boundaries as a function of knee flexion. The midpoint of envelope boundaries at full extension was subtracted from the rest of the
envelope boundaries. This offseted data helped focus on envelope shape and size
variability. The data was used for the further analyses.
Principal component analysis is a mathematical method of transforming a
multivariate data set into a new set of variables called principal components, where each
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of the PCs are linearly independent of one another [48]. The first few PCs can be used to
explain the maximum variation in the original dataset. The more substantial the
correlations among the original set of variables, the more variation will be explained by
first few PCs. The detailed mathematical description of PCA is provided by Joliffe [48].
Separate PC models for V-V, I-E and A-P kinematics were developed. The data
matrix consisted of N subjects (N=21), with n variables defining kinematics (n = 30).
Kinematic variables were maximum and minimum point of an envelope at each 10º of
flexion angle (0º-140º). Hence each subject xi (i = 1, 2, …, N) was represented by n
kinematic variables. Let D be the N×n matrix, each column holding the variables for one
subject. A n×n covariance matrix C was constructed with entry Ca,b containing the
covariance between row a and row b of matrix D. The eigenvectors and corresponding
eigenvalues of matrix C were estimated. Each column of matrix E, the eigenvector
matrix, held an eigenvector ej (j = 1, 2, …, n) of matrix C. The eigenvectors of C were
the PCs of the data. The mean of each variable was calculated and stored in 1×n row
vector Vmean. The PC scores were calculated as the dot product of the PC and the
variables. Let Pmean be 1×n column vector containing the PC scores of the mean
variables. Thus,
Vmean .E = Pmean

(Eq 3.1)

The PC scores Pmean can be altered and the corresponding deformation V of the input
kinematic and geometric variables can be calculated and displayed according to:
V = P. E-1

(Eq 3.2)

where E. E-1 =In , the identity matrix.
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The range though which the PC scores could be altered was limited to ± 3σ, so that the
only realistic effects of envelope boundaries on the envelope can be visualized.
PC model results included the PCs and the variance explained by them. Models were
further deformed (within ±3σ) along each PC axis with all other PCs fixed at the mean, to
identify the variation associated with that specific PC [12, 29]. Envelope factors
associated with the first PC would be responsible for the corresponding change in the
passive envelope. This PC interpretation process was continued until 90% of the variation
in the input data matrix was explained.

3.3 Results
Envelope PCA models were carried out on each kinematic separately to investigate
intra-subject modes of variation in the tibiofemoral envelope with the results shown in
Table 3.2. Deformation of the model for the first two PC axes is displayed in Figures 3.3
through 3.5. Each figure represents the mean and ±3σ deformation along each PC axis.
This method was used to interpret the variation explained by PCs. One should remember
that the variation associated with each PC is an interpretation of that PC; the trends
observed in the dataset without their quantification.
In the V-V envelope the first four PCs accounted for 96.9% of the total variation.
PC1, explaining almost 78% of variation, which was observed due to the change in
relative position of the envelope (Fig. 3.3 a). PC2 (12.2%) captured the varying size of
envelope without changing its relative position (Fig. 3.2 b). PC3 (3.9%) explained the
variation in the relative position of envelope at early flexion (<40º). A small amount of
variation was observed in the V-V envelope size during 30º-90º of flexion, which was
captured by the PC4.
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In the I-E envelope, four PCs accounted for 90% of the variation. Similar to V-V
envelope, the first PC (62.9%) explained the variability in the relative position of the
envelope (Fig. 3.4 a). Second PC (15.1%) accounted for the envelope size (Fig. 3.4 b).
Interpretation of PC3 provided few interesting results. Small variation was observed in
the envelope relative position at early flexion (<40º), whereas, variability in the envelope
size during mid-flexion (30º-90º) was also noticed. These subtle but important differences
were captured by PC3 (7.7%) and PC4 (4.9%) respectively. For A-P envelope, the first
PC (78.6%) accounted for the relative position of the envelope, while the second PC
(7.8%) captured the variation in the envelope size. Variation in the relative position of an
envelope at later flexion (>40º) was accounted by PC3 (5.3%), whereas, varying
envelope size during 30º-90º flexion was characterized by PC4 (2.8%).

3.4 Discussion
The PC modeling provides a huge potential to interpret and understand the
multivariate knee kinematic datasets. Several authors have demonstrated the usefulness
of PCA in knee biomechanics to reduce the dimensionality and explain inter-subject
variability during various loading profiles like gait waveforms [49, 50, 60], sit-to-stand
profiles [51], and lifting waveforms [61]. Despite the wide range of applications, almost
no study in the literature addresses the use of PCA to interpret passive knee envelope and
variation associated with it. PCA models developed in this study not only interpret the
envelope variability but also identified the subtle modes of variations which are usually
overlooked by the other data analysis strategies.
To test Hypothesis 1 that the relative position of the envelope is the major mode of
the variation, PCA models of tibiofemoral envelopes were developed. For all three
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kinematic envelopes, almost three-fourths of the variation was captured by the first PC
and caused due to the relative position of the envelope (Table 3.1). Several researchers
experienced intra-subject variability in their in vivo and in vitro envelope assessment
studies. Walker et al. [6] found from their in vitro experiment that the rotary (V-V and IE) and translational (A-P) laxities were as much as four times from one specimen to
another. Although the group associated the phenomenon with the experimental
procedure, researchers suggested that knee laxity depends strongly on the individual
subject. O’Connor et al. [62] tested twelve cadaveric specimens to identify passive
envelope and passive path of flexion. There were no consistent patterns of I-E, V-V and
A-P envelopes. Similar results were observed by Blankevoort et al. [3] and Andriacchi et
al. [47] in their respective in vitro studies.
Overall laxity patterns observed in this study were consistent with the previous
research [3, 22]. The knees were tight at full extension for V-V, I-E and A-P motions.
The overall ROM or envelope size increased until 30º flexion, after which it remained
relatively consistent with increasing flexion angle. At deeper flexion (>120º), again
envelope size shrank for all three motions (Fig. 3.2). Variability in the envelope size was
captured by the second PC (Table 3.1). Similar to the relative position of an envelope,
envelope size could be highly specimen dependant. In another in vitro study of four
cadavers Blankevoort et al. [3] observed that the shape of rotational laxity vs. flexion
angle curves was similar among different specimens but with the consistent shift in the
magnitudes, indicating envelope size variation across knees. Unlike rotational laxities,
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A-P laxity is not considered as a degree of freedom-of-motion. In a strict sense it implies
whether a noticeable resistance to A-P force is present or not. Therefore, varying
envelope size of A-P motion could be considered as a varying resistance to the A-P force.
Numerous studies investigating an overall knee size concluded that the femoral width
could be used to define a knee size [11, 17]. Also, stronger correlations between femoral
width and cruciates size [8], collaterals size and tibial and patellar bone sizes [8, 11] have
been established. Cadavers tested in the current study were diverse in their size (BMI:
20.1-30.0, weight: 60.1-100.0 kg, knee size: 80.5-92.8 mm). Moreover, considering the
intra-specimen variability in the tested cadavers, variation observed in the current study is
not surprising; however, PCA was able to sub-categorized and quantify the mode of
maximum variation (PC1~75%, PC2~15%) and interpret it accordingly (relative position
of an envelope and envelope size).
Variance explained by the subsequent PCs was relatively small (PC3~5%, PC4~3%);
however, they characterized interesting envelope behaviors. For V-V and I-E laxities,
PC3 highlighted the variation in the envelope position at early flexion angles (<40º). It
has been observed previously that at full extension cruciate ligament bundles, posterior
capsule and LCL are loaded and taut [1, 13, 63]. However, passive flexion of the knee
from 0º-40º caused the antero-medial and postero-lateral aspects of the ACL, along with
the posterior element of the PCL to decrease in length and become slack or unloaded. The
change was also accompanied by the slack lateral aspects of joint capsule, allowing
external tibial rotation with flexion [1]. This ligament loading phenomenon combined
with the variation in the ligament size, its stiffness and origin-insertion site may be
responsible for the varying relative position of the envelope at early flexion. For all three
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motions, PC4 captured the variation in the envelope size during mid-flexion. Few
mathematical and computational models observed taut antero-medial ACL and PCL and
the recruitment of collateral ligaments and capsular structures during mid-flexion (30º 100º) [1, 30]. The variation in envelope size could be a result of the interaction between
ligaments and tibiofemoral joint kinematics during mid-flexion. Although these
inferences provide important information about the passive knee envelope, these
hypotheses are not tested specifically. Future investigation is necessary to find which
anatomical structures guide the knee in passive flexion and how their geometric
arrangement produces the unique path of passive knee envelope.
The PC modeling approach for the native passive knee envelope can later be used to
compare the post-surgery envelope characteristics. The current experiment has several
limitations. Envelope boundaries (motion constraints) were obtained solely by the tactile
sensation experienced by the researchers. This raises the concerns about the accuracy and
the reproducibility of the envelope boundaries. Also, cadaveric tissue degradation
throughout the experimental protocol was a major concern; however, skin and other
musculature surrounding the joint were left intact and saline water was frequently applied
to avoid dehydration of the tissue. Another drawback of the experimental setup was the
absence of any static or dynamic loading on the muscles. Several studies have
demonstrated the effects of illiotibial band, hamstring muscles and quadriceps muscles on
the active and passive stability of a knee joint. Therefore one has to be careful while
comparing results with the results obtained from in vivo studies. However, the results
provide a platform for understanding the roles of specific anatomical or geometrical
factors on the knee kinematics during passive or active motions. Future models are
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required to identify the anatomical factors responsible for the passive or active knee
motion.
This study demonstrated the capability of PCA and its application to identify modes
of variation in the passive knee envelope. Envelope PC models highlighted the variability
in the relative position of envelopes with the first PC, whereas the envelope size was
generally captured by the second PC. Subsequent PCs divided the flexion range into two
distinct regions and highlighted the envelope variation occurring in those regions. The
modeling methodology will be further developed to understand the variation in active
motion paths like gait and squat of native knees. The technique will be useful to interpret
the effects of various surgical changes, implant alignment, implant size etc., on knee
kinematics or its envelope.
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3.5 Figures

Figure 3.1: Experimental setup for the tibiofemoral passive envelope of motion assessment, femur is fixed and
tibia is free to move. During F-E ROM torques and loads were applied manually until tibial V-V, A-P and I-E
motions were constrained
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Figure 3.2: Raw experimental kinematics data (blue) of V-V, I-E and A-P envelope of motion as a function of
knee flexion angle. Boundaries of envelope at each flexion angle are identified (red and black) and were used
for developing PC model. The data presented is from a representative knee.
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Figure 3.3: -3σ, mean and +3σ deformation along (a) PC1 (78.2%) and (b) PC2 (12.5%) axis for the V-V
envelopes as a function of flexion angle. Blue lines are the average envelope boundaries of all knees (N=21) at
each flexion angle. Black lines shows the envelope boundaries at +3σ, whereas red lines represents the
envelope boundaries at -3σ obtained by deforming model at the specific PC axis while all other PCs were
fixed to mean
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Figure 3.4: -3σ, mean and +3σ deformation along (a) PC1 (62.9%) and (b) PC2 (7.8%) axis for the I-E
envelopes as a function of flexion angle. Blue lines are the average envelope boundaries of all knees (N=21) at
each flexion angle. Black lines shows the envelope boundaries at +3σ, whereas red lines represents the
envelope boundaries at -3σ obtained by deforming model at the specific PC axis while all other PCs were
fixed to mean
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Figure 3.5: -3σ, mean and +3σ deformation along (a) PC1 (78.6%) and (b) PC2 (24.1%) axis for the A-P
envelopes as a function of flexion angle. Blue lines are the average envelope boundaries of all knees (N=21) at
each flexion angle. Black lines shows the envelope boundaries at +3σ, whereas red lines represents the
envelope boundaries at -3σ obtained by deforming model at the specific PC axis while all other PCs were
fixed to mean
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3.6 Tables
Table 3.1: Anatomical points identified and probed to describe tibiofemoral kinematics in modified Grood
and Suntay knee kinematics description [64]

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Anatomical Landmark
Medial femoral posterior condyle
Lateral femoral posterior condyle
Most distal point on femoral groove
Center of femoral head
Medial tibial plateau
Lateral tibial plateau
Proximal tip of tibial eminence
Center of the bone canal at distal end of tibia

Table 3.2: The percent variation in data explained by the first four PCs for the Envelope PCA model of V-V,
I-E and A-P envelope

Envelope

V-V

I-E

A-P

Variation
Total
%
Variation (%)
PC1 78.2
78.2
PC2 12.5
90.7
PC3 3.9
94.6
PC4 2.3
96.9
PC1 62.9
62.9
PC2 15.1
78.0
PC3 7.7
85.7
PC4 4.9
90.6
PC1 78.6
78.6
PC2 7.8
86.4
PC3 5.3
91.7
PC4 2.8
94.5

Interpretation
Relative position of Envelope
Envelope Size
Relative position of envelope at early flexion (<40°)
Envelope Size during 30°-90º flexion
Relative position of Envelope
Envelope Size
Relative position of envelope at early flexion (<40°)
Envelope Size during 30°-90º flexion
Relative position of Envelope
Envelope Size
Relative position of envelope at later flexion (>40°)
Envelope Size during 30°-90º flexion
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Chapter 4: Relationship between Knee Anatomy, Passive Envelope
and Dynamically Simulated Gait: A Predictive Tool using Principal
Components
4.1 Introduction
The ligaments play an important role in providing the passive stability of the joint, partially
due to the relative incongruency of the articular surfaces. The passive motion characteristics of
the human knee-joint is partly depend on the mechanical and structural interaction between the
articular surfaces, the ligaments and other soft tissue structures. Several authors have studied the
passive envelope characteristics of the knee; however, it is not clear from the literature how the
variation in anatomical features influenced the kinematics during passive envelope or active
motions and how the variation in their geometric arrangement produces the observed path during
active motions [2-4, 19]. During dynamic activities like walk and squat, a critical interaction
occurs between multiple muscle forces crossing the knee, compressive force at the joint and
forces in the passive soft tissue. Researchers attempted to determine the interaction between
passive and active laxity of the knee joint, though with limited success due to intra-subject
variability and the computational model’s sensitivity to numerous variables [17, 19]. This gives
rise to the need to understand the role of anatomical features in guiding the passive envelope or
active knee motions.
It is unclear how the articular geometry and muscle activations of the knee influence the
contribution of ligament constraints during dynamic activities. Also, the relationship between the
passive knee envelope and the kinematics during various dynamic activities has not been studied
thoroughly. Schipplein et al. developed a simplified mathematical model of a knee to understand
the contribution of active stabilizers, such as muscle forces, and passive stabilizers, such as soft
tissues, during level gait [47]. The group concluded that the contribution of both active and
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passive stabilizers was important in achieving dynamic knee stability during gait. Despite the
meaningful results, group did not characterize contribution of muscle and ligament forces in
guiding the knee motion due to the simplicity of the model. The tibiofemoral kinematics during
active motions, like gait and squat, can be better understood by exploring their relationship with
the passive knee envelope.
During total knee arthroplasty (TKA), surgeon follows several ligament balancing
philosophies to achieve the best post-TKA knee performance. For varus or valgus deformity, it is
often necessary to surgically release the collaterals on the concave side of the knee to restore
equal flexion-extension gap [20, 65]. In his in vivo study, Engh et al. observed that patients with
the valgus deformity had tight lateral collateral ligament (LCL), which was later released during
TKA [20]. In their qualitative assessment, the group observed superior attachment of the LCL
and associated it with the LCL tightness. Further understanding of relationship between soft
tissue structures, their attachment locations and the functional kinematics can help offer surgeon
more options for the intra-surgery ligament balancing.
Principal component analysis is a statistical tool used in the analysis of multivariate data.
Several authors have used principal component analysis (PCA) in knee biomechanics to reduce
the dimensionality and explain inter-subject variability of the gait waveform [11, 49, 66, 67].
Moreover, the technique has been widely accepted in the shape morphing algorithms, the
modeling method used to obtain a complete surface model from sparse data sets [13, 55]. The
method first uses a training dataset to estimate the mean shape of the surface. The modes of the
variation, PCs, are found using PCA on the deviations of the training set from the mean. These
modes or PCs are represented by orthogonal eigenvectors. A new shape is generated by adding
linear combinations of the most significant variation vectors to the mean shape. Styner et al.
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further modified a PCA-based morphing technique by operating directly in the PCA shape space
by incorporating large sets of possible variations including both spatial and non- spatial
information such as patient height, weight, age etc [68].
A principal component analysis for the knee can be used to understand the underlying
variability in the anatomical features, its passive envelope, and joint kinematics during weightbearing activities. Moreover, once the model is generated, a morphing scheme can be used to
predict the tibiofemoral kinematics during various activities using anatomical features and a few
envelope measures. In the prediction algorithm, like shape prediction, tibiofemoral kinematics
will be considered as a shape to be predicted, whereas the anatomical and envelope measures
will be treated as sparse data points. The primary objective of this research was to measure the
correlation between the anatomical variation of the natural knee with observed tibiofemoral
kinematics during a passive knee envelope and simulated dynamic activities using a knee
simulator. A second objective was to identify the anatomical and envelope factors that explain
the maximum variation in the tibiofemoral kinematics during gait and use them to predict knee
kinematics using a PCA based morphing algorithm.

4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
The seventeen fresh frozen cadaver legs (age: 64.3±10.3, BMI: 27.3±3.5) were thawed at
room temperature and then dissected. For each leg, the femur and tibia were sectioned 28 cm
proximal and 18 cm distal to the epicondylar axis. All soft tissue within 10 cm of the knee joint
was left intact to prevent the dehydration of the tissue. Soft tissue more than 10 cm from the
epicondylar axis was removed, with the exception of the multiple heads of the quadriceps
tendons. Remainders of the tibia and femur were cleaned and cemented into tubular fixtures
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aligned parallel to the bones’ intermedulary canals. For the passive envelope of motion, the
femur was fixed leaving the tibia to move freely (Fig. 5.1). An assessment was performed
manually by moving the tibia though the flexion-extension (F-E) range of motion (ROM) from
full extension to full flexion. During the F-E ROM, loads and torques were applied until the
tibial varus-valgus (V-V) and internal-extenral (I-E) motion was constrained. The constraint was
felt by the researcher’s tactile sensations and may not be a clear end point of that motion. Care
was taken while applying the loads in order to avoid damaging the soft tissue around the joint.
After the envelope assessment, the knee underwent a dynamically simulated gait cycle in the
Kansas Knee Simulator (KKS) (Fig. 4.2) [69]. The Kansas Knee Simulator has five axes of
control: 1) a vertical load at the hip, 2) a quadriceps load, 3) a torque about a vertical axis
through the ankle, 4) a medial-lateral ankle force, and 5) an ankle flexion moment. The knees
underwent simulated walking using 50% bodyweight derived from an ISO standard [46]. Knees
were aligned in the KKS during squatting to maintain a vertical orientation of the tibia and
minimize tibial I-E rotation and mediolateral (M-L) translation of the ankle. The alignment
adjustments included V-V angle and I-E rotation of the femur relative to the hip and I-E rotation
of the tibia relative to the ankle. The quadriceps actuator could translate and rotate in the frontal
plane and was aligned with long axis of the femur and the center of the patella.
During all assessments, tibiofemoral motions were captured during the assessments by
tracking rigid arrays of infrared-light emitting diodes mounted to the tibial and femoral fixtures
using an Optotrak 3020 camera system (NDI, Waterloo, Canada). Reported accuracy of the
system is 0.5 mm and 0.5º [58]. Several anatomical landmarks were identified and their locations
were captured using a digital stylus. Tibiofemoral kinematics were estimated using a modified
Grood and Suntay knee kinematics description [59].
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4.2.2 Obtaining Anatomical Variables
After testing, the knees were dissected down to the joint capsule and locations of the medial
and lateral collateral ligaments and medial and lateral epicondylar axis (EpA) were recorded
using a digital stylus. Series of points were collected at the collateral’s origin sites and the
centroid of these points was used for the analysis. Subsequently, the Cartesian coordinates of
these points were described in the femoral Grood and Suntay coordinate frame. Using medial
and lateral epicondylar points the epicondylar width (EpW) was calculated. Also, the orientation
of epicondylar axis in femoral anatomical coordinate frame was estimated. Orientation of
epicondylar axis in frontal and transverse plane was referred as frontal plane angle (FPA) and
transverse plane angle (TPA) respectively.
4.2.3 PCA Model Development
The aim of a PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a multivariate dataset while retaining as
much variation as possible. The PC model that was created separates and quantifies the major
variation in the data that occurs within the population of the cadaver passive envelopes and gait
kinematic data. PCA defines a linear transformation that decorrelates the parameter signals of the
original data by projecting the objects into a linear data space spanned by a complete set of
orthogonal basis vectors (PCs). If the variables are highly correlated, then the major variations in
the dataset are described by the first few basic vectors.
A separate PC model was developed for the V-V and I-E rotations. Achieved envelope
boundaries were identified at each 1º of knee flexion angle and kinematics at each 1% of the gait
cycle. The data matrix consisted of N cadavers (N=17), with n variables defining anatomical,
envelope and gait kinematics variables. Cartesian coordinates of the medial and lateral
epicondylar point, and origins of medial and lateral collateral ligaments along with EpW, FPA
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and TPA described anatomical variables (n1=15). Envelope variables were achieved maximum
and minimum point of the envelope at each 1º of flexion angle (0º-130º, n2=262), whereas, gait
variables were tibiofemoral kinematics at each 1% of gait cycle (n3=101). Hence each cadaver xi
(i = 1, 2, …, N) was represented by n (n= n1+ n2+ n3) data variables. Let P be the N×n matrix,
each column holding the variables for one subject. Since the input matrix contains variables with
different units, a normalized z-score matrix was estimated, which was used for subsequent
calculations. After PCA, the z-score matrix was transformed back to the original basis. A n×n
covariance matrix C was constructed with entry Ca,b containing the covariance between row a
and row b of matrix P. The eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues of matrix C were
estimated. Each column of matrix E, the eigenvector matrix, held an eigenvector el (l = 1, 2, …,
n) of matrix C. The eigenvectors of C were the PCs of the data. The mean of each variable was
calculated and stored in 1×n row vector Vmean. The PC scores were calculated as the dot product
of the PC and the variables. Let Pmean be 1×n column vector containing the PC scores of the
mean variables. Thus,
Vmean .E = Pmean

(Eq 1)

The PC scores Pmean can be altered and the corresponding deformation V of the input kinematic
and geometric variables can be calculated and displayed according to:
V = P . E-1

(Eq 2)

Where, E.E-1 =In , the identity matrix.
The range though which the PC scores could be altered was limited to ± three standard
deviations so that the only realistic effects of envelope boundaries on the envelope can be
visualized.
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PC model results included the PCs and the variance explained by them. The model was
further deformed (within ±3σ) along each PC axis with all other PCs fixed at the mean, to
identify the variation associated with that specific PC. Envelope or anatomical factors associated
with the first PC would be coupled with the corresponding change in the envelope and gait
kinematics. If anatomical factors changed more than ±50% from its mean value, it was
considered to be the factor coupled to the corresponding change in the envelope and gait
kinematics. The PC interpretation process was continued until 90% of the variation in the input
data matrix was explained. One should remember that the variation associated with each PC is an
interpretation of that PC; the trends observed in the dataset without their quantification.
4.2.4 Kinematics prediction from envelope measures using PCA model
Styner et al. developed a novel bone morphing scheme operating directly in the PCA shape
space, incorporating a large set of possible variations including additional parameters such as
patient height, weight, age, etc.[68] The method is based on the iterative removal of shape
information associated with the digitized points. First, the most probable shape subject to the
boundary conditions that are related to the initially digitized landmark was calculated. The
resulting outline was used for registration and as an initial configuration for computing the most
probable shape for the next digitized point. Using statistical shape analysis, the remaining shape
variability was examined, after the surface information coded by the digitized points is
progressively subtracted. This procedure of point selection and variability removal was repeated
until a close approximation to the patient anatomy was achieved. The final extrapolated surface
represented the most probable surface in the shape space given the digitized landmarks. The
mathematical algorithm is described in Appendix A.
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Proposed prediction model operates in the eigenvector space and can handle both spatial and
non-spatial datasets. Predictions were performed using all anatomical variables and minimum
and maximum boundaries of the envelope at 10°, 50° and 100° of knee flexion. Selected
anatomical and envelope measures, considered as shape landmarks, were used to obtain the
entire envelope and gait kinematics, considered as a complete shape, by calculating the most
probable shape subjected to the boundary condition described by the anatomical and envelope
measures.
The leave-one-out analysis was carried out to evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of the
prediction algorithm. For I-E and V-V kinematics, entire envelope and tibiofemoral kinematics
during gait were predicted using anatomical features and the envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and
100° of knee flexion. Each of these angles were considered as a representative flexion angle
during stance and swing phases of the gait. The RMS error between predicted and
experimentally collected envelope and kinematics was calculated for each prediction. The
magnitude of the RMS error would be used to evaluate the accuracy and precision of the
morphing algorithm.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 V-V PCA Model
Results of V-V motion with anatomical and envelope features are summarized in Table 4.1.
Three PCs explained 92.0% variation in the V-V dataset. PC1 captured variation in the relative
position of the envelope and gait, explaining 49.0% of the variation (Fig. 4.3). The change was
also coupled with the FPA and S-I location of EpA and LCL. Deformation along the PC1 axis
showed that the valgus shift in the envelope was coupled with the valgus shift in gait (Fig. 4.3).
This valgus shift was observed with the superior location of LCL and EpA, which essentially
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increased the FPA. The varus shift of an envelope showed varus shift of gait and inferior location
of LCL and EpA with reduced FPA.
PC2 captured 35.2% of the variation summarizing a varying size of the envelope and range
of motion during gait. PC2 also explained the variation in the EpW and the M-L location of
MCL and LCL origin (Fig 4.3). Deformation along PC2 axis demonstrated that the increase in
envelope size was coupled with the increase in the range of motion during gait (Fig. 4.3).
Furthermore, the change was coupled with larger EpW and the M-L locations of the both
collaterals. The origin of the MCL shifted medially, whereas LCL origin shifted laterally.
Although the variance explained by PC3 was low, meaningful information was summarized by
them (Table 4.1).
4.3.2 I-E PCA Model
Three PCs explained about 91.3% of the variation in the I-E dataset. The first PC captured
variation in the relative position of the envelope and gait, explaining 51.8% of the variation
(Table 4.1). The change was coupled with the varying TPA and A-P location of EpA and both
collaterals. When the PC1 was deformed between ±3σ, externally shifted envelope was observed
with the externally shifted gait waveform (Fig. 4.3). The change was coupled with the increasing
TPA, due to the posterior shift of the lateral EpA and LCL origin with the anterior shift of the
MCL origin. PC2 captured 24.7% variation in the dataset and was due to the varying sizes of the
envelope and gait range of motion. The variation was observed with the EpW and the M-L
locations of the both collaterals. Deformation along the PC2 axis showed that the increase in
EpW occurred with the increase in the envelope size and I-E range of motion during gait. Also,
the medial epicondylar point and origin of the MCL shifted medially, whereas, the lateral
epicondylar point and LCL origin shifted laterally.
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4.3.3 Kinematics Prediction and Model Validation
Leave-one-out analysis was carried out to estimate and compare the predicted outcomes. The
PCA model was built using sixteen samples to predict the envelope and kinematics of the left-out
sample. The V-V (Fig. 4.3) and I-E (Fig. 4.4) envelope and gait kinematics using a few envelope
measures (envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and 90° flexion) and anatomical features was
predicted. For V-V model, RMS error for the envelope and gait kinematics was 0.5° and 1.2°
respectively (Fig. 4.3). Whereas, for I-E model, RMS error for the envelope and gait kinematics
was 0.7° and 0.8° respectively (Fig. 4.4). In order to estimate the reproducibility of the
prediction, envelope and gait kinematics of each knee was predicted and the RMS error for both
V-V and I-E envelope and gait was estimated (Table 4.2).

4.4 Discussion
Further understanding of relationship between the knee passive envelope and the kinematics
during various dynamic activities can shed light on the role passive structures play in stabilizing
knee joint. Results summarized here provided an insight into the relationship between a few
anatomical factors, and the observed envelope and gait kinematics. Furthermore, results also
highlighted the relationship between passive knee envelope and functional kinematics during
gait. The study demonstrated the capabilities of PCA not only as an important statistical
technique for analyzing multivariate data but also as a predictive tool.
A number of researchers have developed PC models to understand the basic variability in the
knee kinematics dataset [49, 54, 66]. A few of them further developed their models to identify
the individual motion patterns by extracting principal modes of variation of the dataset [50, 52].
However, PCA has been widely used in shape modeling to summarize the variability in the bone
shapes and further predict the entire shape using a few surface points; the process is widely
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known as a bone morphing [12, 55, 70]. Bryan et al. developed a PC model using forty-six
femurs to predict the meshed-femur bone with its mechanical properties [70]. Styner et al.
developed another PCA based algorithm to predict the bone shapes using both spatial, such as
Cartesian coordinates of nodes, and non-spatial variables, such as age, height, weight, etc. [68].
The schemes proposed by Styner et al., which was used in this study, is novel in that it operates
directly in PCA shape space and incorporates the full set of possible variations including nonspatial parameters.
The PC model developed here summarized the baseline variation in the envelope, gait
kinematics and the anatomical factors. Deformation along each PC axis demonstrated the
influence of individual variables on one another. For both V-V and I-E motions, PC1
summarized variation in the relative position of the envelope and gait (Fig. 4.3 and 4.4). The
change was coupled with the frontal and transverse plane alignment of EpA. Results indicated
that the change in the EpA orientation in respective plane affected the tibiofemoral motion
occurring in that plane. Furthermore, location of MCL and LCL origin changed in the direction
of the orientation of EpA, indicating that the collateral origins are closely associated with the
location of EpA. The finding is important and can help interpret surgical technique used for the
femoral implant alignment. Usually, surgeons decide V-V alignment of the femoral implant
using medial and lateral epicondyle [71, 72]. In their qualitative assessment, Insall et al. reported
that such an alignment ensures location of epicondylar points and collateral origins close to the
flexion-facet-center, the center of the posterior femoral codyles [73]. The results obtained in this
study quantified the observation made by Insall et al. that both EpA and collateral origins stay in
close proximity of each other. In another pre-surgery qualitative assessment of TKA patients,
Engh et al observed that the patients with valgus deformity had superior LCL attachment and
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also demonstrated valgus shift in the passive knee envelope [20]. In these patients, lateral
epicondylar was relatively superior and close to the LCL origin. The group provided these trends
without any quantification; however, results observed in the current study are in agreement with
the trends reported by Engh et al.
PC2 summarized the envelope size and the range of motion during gait for both V-V and I-E
kinematics. It can be inferred that the increase in the EpW was associated with the larger
envelopes, which was related to the range of motion during gait. Recent morphological studies
have concentrated on identifying EpW as one femoral dimension to represent the size of an
entire knee. While studying the resection surface geometry of a knee, Fitzpatrick et al. found a
positive correlation between femoral epicondylar width and tibial size variables [11]. Similar
results were found by Mahfouz et al.[12], Lavellee et al. [12] and Rooney et al.[8] in their in
vivo studies. Rooney et al. observed that the EpW was positively correlated with the A-P width,
condylar width and radii of both medial and lateral femoral condyles. Also, stronger correlations
between femoral width and cruciates size [8], collaterals size and tibial and patellar bone sizes
[8, 11] have been established. These anatomical features may have played a role in the observed
size changes in the envelope and gait kinematics.
During stance phase of a gait cycle, compressive loads at a knee joint can reach up to three
times bodyweight [35, 46]. Under such a high compressive load and quadriceps force,
tibiofemoral stability is achieved by the dynamic knee stabilizers; however, ligaments and other
soft tissue structures play an important role in restricting joint motion. The passive envelope of
motion characterizes effects of these soft tissue structures. During the swing phase of gait, there
is limited compressive loading across a knee joint and the tibiofemoral motion is a passive
motion, which is partially driven by the passive knee structures. Therefore, in both the stance and
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swing phases of gait, passive knee stabilizers plays an important role, which was quantified by
the PCA model developed here.
This study not only helps understand the interaction between knee anatomy, passive envelope
and functional kinematics, but also presents the predictions algorithm for envelope and
kinematics using a few anatomical and envelope factors. A PCA based bone morphing algorithm
uses a few landmarks to predict the entire bone shape. Selective anatomical and envelope factors,
considered as shape landmarks, were used to obtain the entire envelope and gait kinematics,
considered as a complete shape, by calculating the most probable dataset subjected to the
boundary condition described by the anatomical and envelope variables. Previous studies have
shown larger patient-to-patient variation in the mechanical properties of the soft tissue structures
[3, 45]. This variation affects the predictions made by the computational models, which uses the
mechanical properties of knee soft tissue. In the current study, predictions were made accurately
and precisely using the statistical approach. During TKA, surgeons do not have a priori
knowledge about the patient’s kinematics. Besides MRI, surgeons usually use the pre-surgery
passive knee envelope assessment to gain more understanding about the patient’s kinematics.
Surgeons could use these assessments and obtain a-priori information, anatomical and envelope
features, which could be later used to predict patient-specific envelope and kinematics during
functional activity such as gait.
For envelope factors, achieved minimum and maximum envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and
100° knee flexion were obtained. Each of these flexion angles are representative of the range of
flexion angles during stance and swing phase of gait. For anatomical factors, only EpA
orientation and the origin of the collaterals were considered. Numerous studies investigating an
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overall knee size concluded that the femoral width could be used to define a knee size [11, 17].
Therefore, EpW was used as a representative anatomical factor for the entire bone.
There were a few limitations associated with the study. Previous research has shown the
effects of intra-prober variation in identifying anatomical landmark on the kinematics [74]. This
could also affect the identification of anatomical factors used in this model. Cruciate ligaments
play an important role in stabilizing the knee during both passive and active knee motions.
Besides restricting tibial anterior-posterior motion, they also act as secondary stabilizers to the
tibial I-E degree-of-freedom. The origin locations of both cruciates were difficult to identify and
thus were not included in the PCA model. Another limitation of the study was that the insertion
locations of none of the ligaments were included. Both medial and lateral collateral ligaments
have long insertion sites and representing them in one point could have compromised the model
accuracy. Despite these limitations, meaningful results were observed.
To highlight the usefulness of the coupled experimental and PCA approach, this study
demonstrated that the V-V and I-E PCA models can help understand the relationship between
envelope, gait kinematics and a few anatomical features. Approximately, half of the variation in
the dataset was due to the relative position of the envelope, gait, EpA and collateral origin.
Frontal plane angle of EpA and S-I location of LCL origin was associated with the envelop and
gait shift. Whereas, transverse plane angle of EpA and A-P location of LCL origin was coupled
with the I-E envelope and gait kinematics. One fourth of the variation was due to the size of the
envelope, gait and EpW. Epicondylar width influenced the envelope size and the range of motion
during gait. The model further predicted entire envelope and gait kinematics accurately and
precisely using envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and 100° and anatomical variables. It is
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anticipated that results obtained here have potential benefits to implant designer and surgeons
while making intra-surgery decisions about the implant alignment and ligament balancing.
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4.5 Figures

Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for tibial passive envelope of motion. Femur was fixed and tibia was free to
move; moments were applied to the tibia while tibia was flexed from full extension to the terminal flexion.
Tibiofemoral kinematics was captured using rigid bodies, which were mounted on the femoral and tibial
fixtures.

Hip Axis

Quadriceps
Axis
Vertical
Rotation Axis
Ankle Flexion
Axis
VarusValgus Axis

Figure 4.2: Forces applied to a knee in the Kansas Knee Simulator (left) and a cadaveric knee aligned in the
KKS (right).
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Figure 4.3: +3σ (red), mean (black) and -3σ (blue) deformation along the PC1 and PC2 axes for the V-V
envelope (left) and gait (right). PC1 explained the variation in the dataset due to the relative position of the
envelope and gait, whereas PC2 explained the envelope and gait size.
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Figure 4.4: +3σ (red), mean (black) and -3σ (blue) deformation along the PC1 and PC2 axes for the I-E
envelope (left) and gait (right). PC1 explained the variation in the dataset due to the relative position of the
envelope and gait, whereas PC2 explained the envelope and gait size.
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Figure 4.5: Mean (red), experimentally collected (black) and predicted (green) V-V motion of a random knee
during envelope (top) and gait (bottom). Predictions were performed using a PCA based morphing algorithm.
All anatomical measures and the envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and 100° (green asterisk) were used for the
envelope and gait prediction. No gait measures were included in the prediction. Mean RMS error for the
envelope prediction was 0.5° and for the gait prediction was 1.2°.
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Figure 4.6: Mean (red), experimentally collected (black) and predicted (green) I-E motion of a random knee
during envelope (top) and gait (bottom). Predictions were performed using a PCA based morphing algorithm.
All anatomical measures and the envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and 100° (green asterisk) were used for the
envelope and gait prediction. No gait measures were included in the prediction. Mean RMS error for the
envelope prediction was 0.7° and for the gait prediction was 0.8°.
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4.6 Tables
Table 4.1: Percentage variation in the anatomy and envelope data explained by first three PCs along with
their interpretation. Two separate models were developed for V-V and I-E motions. Three PCs explained
about 90% of the variation in the dataset. FPA and TPA: Frontal and Transverse plane angle of epicondylar
axis

Principal components
PC Variance Cumulative
PC1

49.0

49.0

V-V PC2

35.2

84.2

PC3

7.8

92.0

PC1

51.8

51.8

PC2

24.7

76.5

PC3

14.8

91.3

I-E

Variation Interpretation
Gait
Anatomical Factor
Envelope
FPA, S-I location of
shift
shift of a motion
lateral EpA, S-I
location of LCL
Magnitude of V-V range EpW, M-L location of
Size
of motions
both MCL and LCL
Size and
Magnitude of range of
EpW and TPA, A-P
relative
motion during stance
location of MCL
position
phase
TPA, A-P location of
lateral EpA, A-P
shift
I-E shift of a motion
location of both MCL
and LCL
Magnitude of I-E range EpW, M-L location of
Size
of motion
both MCL and LCL
Size and
Magnitude of range of
EpW and A-P location
relative
motion during stance
of both MCL and LCL
position
phase
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Table 4.2: Mean RMS error (°) for the envelope and gait predictions of V-V and I-E motions. For each knee,
envelope and gait kinematics was predicted and later compared with the actual kinematics.

Knee
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

VV
Envelope
0.58
0.52
0.89
0.93
0.89
0.72
0.41
0.52
0.75
0.94
1.01
0.62
0.63
0.65
0.47
0.83
2.42

Gait
1.27
1.19
1.17
1.01
1.35
1.12
0.96
1.20
1.12
1.18
1.16
0.59
1.21
0.82
0.96
0.75
2.44
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IE
Envelope
0.75
1.20
1.65
1.30
2.45
1.06
1.62
0.71
2.07
1.50
0.72
0.22
1.08
0.32
1.71
1.06
2.16

Gait
1.23
1.56
1.01
1.22
1.04
1.49
1.06
0.81
2.11
0.81
0.70
1.06
0.75
0.26
0.61
1.38
3.65

Appendix A:
The algorithm was developed and explained by the Styner et al. For PCA the mean model is
the most probable surface. Therefore, the 'most probable surface' which satisfies the boundary
conditions would be the surface which has minimal deviation from the mean. This objective
function can be satisfied by minimizing the Mahalanobis-distance Dm.
To determine the most probable surface given the position of an arbitrary point j, the

r

minimally Mahalanobis-distant surface b that contains the point j at the required position pj
must be found. So for all possible displacements pj, a shape vector є span(U) which translates the
point j in direction (in the object space) would be seek, thereby only inducing a minimal
deformation of the overall surface. More precisely, the shape vector shall be effect a unit
displacement of the vertex j in the direction of a data point, and, as there are probably many such
vectors, they shall be of minimal Mahalanobis-length Dm. Once the vector is found, one can
satisfy all possible boundary conditions pj with minimal deformation of the surface by just
adding the appropriately weighted “basis" vector to the mean. This problem gives rise to the
following constrained optimization:
Let rj denote the unknown basis vector causing unit translation of point j. The mahalanobislength Dm of this vector then given by:
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Where,

∑-1

∑

∑ = covariance matrix
U = Eigenvectors
= Diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
= Eigenvalue
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,

Taking into account that

depend only on a row of U, Sub-matrix Uj is obtained from the

following equation:

[ xj ] = ⎡⎣ xj ⎤⎦ + ⎡⎣U j ⎤⎦ b = ⎡⎣ xj ⎤⎦ + U jb
Where,

Uj = Jth row of matrix U.
b = UT *P

… P = Data matrix.

To minimize the mahalonobis-distance Dm subject to the constraint of a decoupled translation
by one unit, Lagrange function was introduced. This constrained optimization routine was solved
using a Lagrange function (Lj) by Styner et al.
If the basis vectors and the Lagrange multiplier is combined according to Rj = [rj],
2

R

U T L …………. (1)

U R = I …………. (2)
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If rj is the basis vector, then result from simple algebraic operations (resolve (1) for Rj and
replace Rj in (2) by the result), use the resulting equation to find L

2U

UT

. Substitute

for Lj in (1) and Rj is given by:
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While,

]=

UT U

UT

, describes the translation of xj by one unit. The most probable surface p given the

displacement [Δx] of an arbitrary data point j is then determined by,
p% = p + UR j [ x j ]
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Before the next control point is considered, one must ensure that the subsequent
modifications will not alter the previously obtained data and thus the components from the
statistic that caused a displacement from previous point were removed. The variation coded by
the point was subtracted from each instance i, and rebuild the statistic afterwards. For the first
part of this operation, the basis vectors Rj weighted by the specific displacement [Δxj ]Ti was
subtracted from each object instance
%

bi j = bi − R j ⎡⎣ Δx j ⎤⎦ = bi − R jU j bi = ( I − R jU j )bi
Where,

∆

and Δpi = pi − p

After this step, a new data description that is invariant with respect to point j is obtained. In
%

order to rebuild the statistic, a PCA to the normalized data {bi j | i ∈ {1,..., N }} was applied. The
point-normalized principal components, denoted by Uj, confirm the expected behavior and
validate the removal of the variation in respect of point j.
The final most probable surface p% l is given by reversing the point elimination procedure, that
is, by combining the data information that is coded by the various control points. Accordingly,
%

the mean surface p with all the weighted principal basis functions R sjkk −1 was combined
l

p% l = p + ∑ U s k −1 R sjkk −1 ⎡⎣ Δx jk ⎤⎦
%

%

k =1

Therefore, final recursive data, p% k , will be obtained by,
%

%

p% k = p k −1 + U Sk −1 R sjkk −1 ⎡⎣ Δx jk ⎤⎦
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Chapter 5: Effect of Variability in Knee Anatomy and Implant
Orientation on Knee Passive Envelope and Dynamically Simulated
Gait: A Predictive Tool using Principal Components
5.1 Introduction
Total knee arthoplasty (TKA) is a highly successful procedure and generally considered to
alleviate pain and restore functional kinematics [21, 75-77]. Numerous follow-up studies have
demonstrated the high success rate and patient satisfaction of a TKA [76, 77]. The success of
TKA could be influenced by numerous factors, including surgical techniques and the implant
orientation during surgery. Significant variability associated with the femoral and tibial
component rotational alignment has been reported in the literature [36, 78, 79]. Siston et al.
found femoral rotational alignment ranging from 13.8º internal rotation to 16.8º external rotation
[36], whereas, the tibial component rotational alignment in the transverse plane ranged from
44.8º internal rotation to 46.8º external rotation [80]. Numerous researchers have studied the
effect of implant misalignment on knee kinematics and contact forces using both cadaveric and
computational studies [36, 39, 78]. These studies, however, have typically altered a single
parameter, thus interactions between alignment and kinematics variables were not considered.
Furthermore, the combine effect of variability in the anatomy and implant orientation on the
knee envelope and functional kinematics has not been studied.
The passive motion characteristics of the human knee-joint depend on the mechanical and
structural interaction between the articular surfaces, the ligaments and other soft tissue structures
[2, 3]. Because of its importance, the passive knee envelope is almost universally used as an intra
and post-surgery stability assessment tool [3, 76]; however, the intra-surgery knee assessment
could also be influenced by the implant orientation. During dynamic activities like walk and
squat, a critical interaction occurs between dynamic muscle forces, compressive forces at the
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joint and forces in the passive soft tissue to provide dynamic stability to the knee joint. It is
believed that the active motions like walking and squatting are influenced by the passive
envelop, it is also thought that the passive motion characteristics of a knee could assist in
understanding the knee joint kinematics [2, 3]. Researchers have attempted to determine the
interaction between the passive envelope and active kinematics of a native knee, though with
limited success due to inter-subject variability, the loading-rig dependant methodology and
computational model’s sensitivity to the input variables [47]. Furthermore, since the post-TKA
knee joint kinematics during both the envelope assessment and functional activity are believed to
be influenced by the implant orientation, its effect on the outcome kinematics must be studied.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical tool that has become quite popular in the
analysis of multivariate data. The aim of a PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a multivariate
data set while retaining as much variation as possible. Several authors have demonstrated the
usefulness of PCA in knee biomechanics to reduce the dimensionality and explain inter-subject
variability of the gait waveform [11, 49, 66]. Moreover, the technique has been widely accepted
in shape morphing algorithms; the modeling method used to obtain a complete surface model
from sparse data points [55, 81]. Styner et al. further modified a PCA based morphing technique
by operating directly in the PCA shape space incorporating large sets of possible variations
including parameters additionally to the spatial and non-spatial information such as patient
height, weight, age, etc. [82].
A statistical tool can be used to understand the relationship between various factors in the
implant orientation, knee anatomical features, its envelope and joint kinematics during weightbearing activities. Moreover, once the model is generated, a morphing scheme can be used to
predict the tibiofemoral kinematics during various activities using a small subset of the implant
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orientation, anatomical measures and the envelope measures. In the prediction algorithm, like
shape prediction, tibiofemoral kinematics will be considered as a shape to be predicted, whereas
the implant orientation, anatomical and envelope measures will be treated as a sparse data points.
The primary objective of this research was to examine the correlation between the variation in
the knee anatomical factors and the implant orientation factors with observed tibiofemoral
kinematics during a passive knee envelope and simulated dynamic activities. The second
objective was to identify the orientation, anatomical and envelope factors that explain the
maximum variation in the tibiofemoral kinematics during gait and use them to predict knee
kinematics using PCA based morphing algorithm.

5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Experimental Setup
Ten fresh frozen cadaver legs (age: 63.3±9.9, BMI: 29.1±4.3) were thawed at room
temperature and then dissected. For each leg, the femur and tibia were sectioned 28 cm proximal
and 18 cm distal to the epicondylar axis. All soft tissue within 10 cm of the knee joint was left
intact to prevent the dehydration of the tissue. Soft tissue more than 10 cm from the epicondylar
axis was removed, with the exception of the multiple heads of the quadriceps tendons.
Remainders of the tibia and femur were cleaned and cemented into tubular fixtures aligned
parallel to the bones’ intermedulary canals. All knees were later implanted with the Posterior
Stabilized (PS) design (∑ PS Fixed, DePuy Inc.) by the Orthopaedic board approved surgeons.
For the passive envelope of motion, the femur was fixed leaving the tibia to move freely (Fig.
5.1). An assessment was performed manually by moving the tibia though the flexion-extension
(F-E) range of motion (ROM) from full extension to full flexion. During the F-E ROM, loads
and torques were applied until the tibial varus-valgus (V-V) and internal-external (I-E) motion
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was constrained. The constraint was felt by the researcher’s tactile sensations and may not be a
clear end point of that motion. Care was taken while applying the loads in order to avoid
damaging the soft tissue around the joint. After the envelope assessment, the knee underwent a
dynamically simulated gait cycle in the Kansas Knee Simulator (KKS) (Fig. 5.2) [69]. The
Kansas Knee Simulator has five axes of control: 1) a vertical load at the hip, 2) a quadriceps
load, 3) a torque about a vertical axis through the ankle, 4) a medial-lateral ankle force, and 5) an
ankle flexion moment. The knees underwent simulated walking using 50% bodyweight derived
from an ISO standard [83]. Knees were aligned in the KKS during squatting to maintain a
vertical orientation of the tibia and minimize tibial I-E rotation and mediolateral (M-L)
translation of the ankle. The alignment adjustments included V-V angle and I-E rotation of the
femur relative to the hip and I-E rotation of the tibia relative to the ankle. The quadriceps
actuator could translate and rotate in the frontal plane and was aligned with long axis of the
femur and the center of the patella.
Tibiofemoral motions were captured during the assessments by tracking rigid arrays of
infrared-light emitting diodes mounted to the tibial and femoral fixtures using an Optotrak 3020
camera system (NDI, Waterloo, Canada). Reported accuracy of the system is 0.5mm and 0.5º
[58]. Several anatomical landmarks were identified and their locations were captured using a
digital stylus. Tibiofemoral kinematics were described using Grood and Suntay knee kinematics
description [59].

5.2.2 Obtaining Anatomical and Implant Orientation Variables
After testing, the knees were dissected down to the joint capsule and attachment locations of
the medial and lateral collateral ligaments and medial and lateral epicondylar axis were recorded
using a digital stylus. Series of points were collected at the collateral’s origin sites and the
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centroid of these points was used for the analysis. Also, locations of the medial and lateral
epicondylar axis (EpA) were identified with the manual assessment and recorded. Later, the
Cartesian coordinates of these points were described in the femoral coordinate frame. Using
medial and lateral epicondylar points the epicondylar width (EpW), its frontal plane angle (FPA)
and transverse plane angle (TPA) with respect to the femoral coordinate frames were estimated.
For implant orientation, distinct geometrical features along with the point cloud were
collected on the femoral and tibial implant articulating surfaces. The Cartesian coordinates of the
implant corner points were used to define consistent femoral and tibial implant coordinate frames
across the knees. Later, angular orientations of the implant coordinate frames were obtained in
the Grood and Suntay anatomical coordinate frame of the respective bone. The femoral implant’s
orientation included its F-E, V-V and I-E rotation, whereas, tibial orientation summarized its
posterior slope (F-E), V-V slope and I-E rotation.

5.2.3 PCA Model Development
One aim of a PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a multivariate dataset while retaining as
much variation as possible. PCA defines a linear transformation that decorrelates the parameter
signals of the original data by projecting the objects into a linear data space spanned by a
complete set of orthogonal basis vectors (PCs). If the variables are highly correlated, then the
major variations in the dataset are described by the first few basic vectors. In this study, a PCA
model would separate and quantify the major variation in the data that occurs within the
population of the cadaver’s envelope and gait kinematic data.
Two separate PC models were developed for the V-V and I-E rotations. Achieved envelope
boundaries were identified at each 1º of knee flexion angle and kinematics at each 1% of the gait
cycle. The data matrix consisted of N cadavers (N=10), with n variables defining anatomical,
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implant orientation, envelope and gait kinematics variables. Cartesian coordinates of the medial
and lateral epicondylar points, and origins of medial and lateral collateral ligaments along with
EpW, FPA and TPA described the anatomical variables (n1=15). Angular orientations of each
implant relative to its respective bone coordinate frame summarized implant orientation variables
(n2=6). Envelope variables were maximum and minimum point of the envelope at each 1º of
flexion angle (0º-120º, n3=242), whereas, gait variables were tibiofemoral kinematics at each 1%
of gait cycle (n4=101). Hence each cadaver xi (i = 1, 2, …, N) was represented by n (n= 358, n1+

n2+ n3+ n4) data variables. Let P be the N×n matrix, each column holding the variables for one
subject. Since the input matrix contains variables with different units, a z-score matrix was
calculated, which was used for subsequent calculations. Once PCA was performed, z matrix was
transformed back into the original basis of all the input variables. A n×n covariance matrix C
was constructed with entry Ca,b containing the covariance between row a and row b of matrix P.
The eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues of matrix C were . Each column of matrix E,
the eigenvector matrix, held an eigenvector el (l = 1, 2, …, n) of matrix C. The eigenvectors of C
were the PCs of the data. The mean of each variable was calculated and stored in 1×n row vector

Vmean. The PC scores were calculated as the dot product of the PC and the variables. Let Pmean be
1×n column vector containing the PC scores of the mean variables. Thus,

Vmean .E = Pmean

(Eq 1)

The PC scores Pmean can be altered and the corresponding deformation V of the input kinematic
and geometric variables can be calculated and displayed according to:

V = P . E-1

(Eq 2)

Where, E. E-1 =In , the identity matrix.
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The range through which the PC scores could be altered was limited to ± three standard
deviations so that the effects of envelope boundaries on the envelope can be visualized.
PC model results included the PCs and the variance explained by them. The model was
further deformed (within ±3σ) along each PC axis with all other PCs fixed at the mean, to
identify the variation associated with that specific PC. Envelope changes associated with the PC
would be coupled with the corresponding changes in the anatomical and implant orientation
factors along with the envelope and gait kinematics. If anatomical and implant orientation factor
changed more than ±50% from its mean value, it was considered to be the factor coupled to the
corresponding change in the envelope and gait kinematics. The PC interpretation process was
continued until 95% of the variation in the input data matrix was explained. One should
remember that the variation associated with each PC is an interpretation of that PC; the trends
observed in the dataset without their quantification.

5.2.4 Kinematics prediction from envelope measures using PCA model
Styner et al. developed a novel bone morphing scheme operating directly in the PCA shape
space and incorporating a large set of possible variations in parameters in addition to specific
information such as patient height, weight, age etc. [82]. The method is based on the iterative
removal of shape information associated with the digitized points. First, the most probable shape
subject to the boundary conditions that are related to the initially digitized landmark was
calculated. The resulting outline was used for registration and as an initial configuration for
computing the most probable shape for the next digitized point. Using statistical shape analysis,
the remaining shape variability was examined, after the surface information coded by the
digitized points is progressively subtracted. This procedure of point selection and variability
removal was repeated until a close approximation to the patient anatomy was achieved. The final
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extrapolated surface represented the most probable surface in the shape space given the digitized
landmarks. The mathematical algorithm is described in Appendix A.
The proposed prediction model operates in the eigenvector space and can handle both spatial
and non-spatial datasets. Predictions were performed using all anatomical variables and
minimum and maximum boundaries of the envelope at 10°, 50° and 100° of knee flexion.
Selected anatomical, implant orientation and envelope measures, considered as shape landmarks,
were used to obtain entire envelope and gait kinematics, considered as a complete shape, by
calculating most probable shape subjected to the boundary condition described by the implant
orientation, anatomical and envelope measures.
The leave-one-out analysis was carried out to evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of the
prediction algorithm. For I-E and V-V kinematics, entire envelope and tibiofemoral kinematics
during gait were predicted using implant and anatomical features and the envelope boundaries at
10°, 50° and 100° of knee flexion. Each of these angles were considered as a representative
flexion angle during stance and swing phases of the gait. The RMS error between predicted and
experimentally collected envelope and kinematics was calculated for each prediction. A small
magnitude of the RMS error would ensure the accuracy and precision of the morphing algorithm.

5.3 Results
Results of V-V and I-E PC model with anatomical and implant orientation features along
with the envelope and gait kinematics are summarized in Table 5.1.

5.3.1 V-V PCA Model
Four PCs explained 95.5% of the variation in the V-V dataset (Table 5.1). PC1 captured
variation in the relative position of the envelope and gait, explaining 50.9% of the variation (Fig.
5.3). Envelope and gait relative position also changed with the FPA and S-I location of EpA and
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LCL origin. The variation was tied with the femoral component’s I-E alignment. Deformation
along the PC1 axis showed that the valgus shift in the envelope was coupled with the valgus shift
in gait (Fig. 5.3). This valgus shift was observed with the superior location of LCL and EpA,
which essentially increased the FPA. Tibial orientation did not change with the valgus
orientation of the envelope and gait; however, reduction in the femoral external rotation was
observed. Similarly, the varus shift of an envelope occurred with the varus shift of gait and
inferior location of LCL and EpA with reduced FPA along with the femoral external rotation.
PC2 captured 24.2% variation summarizing varying size of the envelope and range of motion
during gait. PC2 also explained the variation in the EpW and the M-L location of MCL and LCL
origin (Table 5.1). Furthermore, the changes were tied with the tibial V-V slope. Deformation
along PC2 axis demonstrated the increase in envelope size with its V-V alignment and the
increase in the range of motion during gait (Fig. 5.3). Moreover, the change was tied with the
increasing EpW and the M-L locations of both collaterals along with the valgus slope of the
tibial implant. Although the variance explained by PC3 and PC4 was low, they summarized
important relationships between the variables (Table 5.1). PC3 summarized the variation in the
envelope size at mid-flexion and the range of motion during gait at swing phase, which was
associated with the A-P location of the collateral origins and the F-E alignment of the femoral
implant. PC4 explained only 9% of the variation in the dataset summarizing a varus shift of the
envelope at early flexion and a varus shift during gait at stance phase, along with a reduced tibial
external rotation.

5.3.2 I-E PCA Model
Four PCs explained 95.0% of the variation in the I-E dataset (Table 5.1). The first PC
captured variation in the relative position of the envelope and gait, explaining 50.6% of the
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variation (Fig. 5.4). The change was coupled with the varying TPA and A-P location of EpA and
both collaterals with the I-E alignment of the tibial implant. When the PC1 was deformed
between ±3σ, an externally shifted envelope was observed with the externally shifted gait
waveform (Fig. 5.4). The change was coupled with the increasing external alignment of the tibial
implant and increasing TPA, due to the posterior shift of the lateral EpA and LCL origin with the
anterior shift of the MCL origin. None of the femoral rotational alignments showed to influence
the observed variation in the I-E envelope and gait kinematics.
PC2 captured 34.7% variation in the dataset and was due to the varying sizes of the envelope
and the range of motion during gait with its temporal shift of peak internal rotation. The variation
was observed with the EpW and the M-L locations of both collaterals along with the femoral
implant I-E rotational alignment. Deformation along the PC2 axis showed that the increase in
EpW occurred with the femoral external rotation and increase in the envelope size and I-E range
of motion during gait. PC3 and PC4 captured 6% and 4% of the variation respectively. PC3
explained the relationship between envelope size at mid-flexion and range of motion during gait
at swing phase, which occurred with the femoral implant’s F-E alignment. Whereas, PC4
summarized the internal shift of the envelope at early flexion and the internal shift during gait at
stance phase, along with the reduced tibial varus slope.

5.3.3 Kinematics Prediction and Model Validation
Leave-one-out analysis was carried out to estimate and compare the predicted outcomes. The
PCA model was built using nine samples to predict the envelope and kinematics of the left-out
sample. The V-V (Fig. 5.5) and I-E (Fig. 5.6) envelope and gait kinematics was predicted using a
few envelope measures (envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and 90° flexion), anatomical features
and implant orientation features. For the V-V model, the RMS error for the envelope and gait
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kinematics was 0.4° and 0.2° respectively (Fig. 5.5). Whereas, for the I-E model, RMS error for
the envelope and gait kinematics was 0.8° and 0.2° respectively (Fig. 5.6). In order to estimate
the reproducibility of the prediction, leave-one-out analysis was performed and the envelope and
gait kinematics of the left out knee was predicted. Predicted kinematics was compared with the
experimentally collected kinematics and the mean RMS error for both V-V and I-E envelope and
gait was estimated (Table 5.2).

5.4 Discussion
Despite the high reported variability in rotational alignment of the femoral and tibial
components, its effect on tibiofemoral kinematics, both passive (envelope) and active (gait) is
not clear in the literature. A few researchers studied the effect of tibial and femoral malrotation
on the tibiofemoral contact forces using cadaveric and computational models [36, 39, 79]. These
studies, however, have altered a single parameter, thus interactions between alignment and
kinematics were not considered. Furthermore, the combine effects of malrotation on the passive
envelope and kinematics during functional activities is not reported. The study summarized
variation in the post-TKA tibiofemoral envelope, gait kinematics, anatomical variables and the
implant orientation variables using principal component analysis. Moreover, a morphing
algorithm was implemented to predict entire envelope and gait kinematics using a few envelope
measures and all anatomical and implant orientation features.
For both V-V and I-E models, half of the variation was captured by the first PC and was due
the relative position of the envelope and gait (Fig. 5.3 and Fig 5.4). Deformation along PC1 axis
showed stronger relationship between the orientation of the tibial implant and the relative
position of kinematics. For V-V motion, a valgus shift of the envelope and gait kinematics was
observed with the reduced external rotation of femoral implant. Rotational alignment of the
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femoral implant has been reported to affect the knee kinematics. In two different cadaveric
studies, Miller et al. [84] and Anouchi et al. [39] observed that internally rotated femurs shifted
the tibiofemoral kinematics more valgus, whereas, externally rotated femur shifted kinematics
more varus. In his computational simulation model, Siston et al. [36] observed similar results
and reported that the internally rotated femur not only shifted the functional activities more
valgus, it also increased the MCL strain by small amount. However, the group also summarized
that patients would alter their gait and uses the compensatory mechanisms, such as changing
center of gravity and firing semimembranosus muscle group, to increase varus moment and
reduce the MCL strain.
Deformation along the PC1 axis of an I-E model showed that the externally shifted envelope
and gait was associated with the external orientation of the tibial implant. Numerous studies have
been performed to understand the effect of tibial implant’s I-E alignment on contact forces,
contact stresses and post-TKA kinematics [24, 78, 79, 85]. Using a computational model Siston
et al. found that the externally rotated tibia biases the position of femoral component, which
could potentially constrain the tibial internal rotation or encourage tibial external rotation [33,
36, 86]. During surgery, surgeons usually follow different philosophies while determining the
rotational alignment of the tibial implant. Misalignments can occur while determining this
position, ranging from 44º internal rotation to the 46º external rotation [80]. Although the
variation in the tibial I-E alignment observed in this study was not in these ranges, it was large
enough to be captured by the first PC.
A few interesting trends between the anatomical factors and the envelope and gait kinematics
were observed. The change in the relative position of envelope and gait was associated with the
orientation of the EpA, FPA for V-V and TPA for I-E models. FPA changed with the change in
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S-I location of the lateral EpA and LCL origin; whereas, change in TPA was coupled with the AP location of medial and lateral EpA with both LCL and MCL origin. This indicates that the
location of MCL and LCL origin changed in the direction of the orientation of EpA, which
means the collateral origins are closely associated with the location of medial and lateral EpA
and were contributing factors to the orientation of envelope and gait kinematics.
Second PC for both V-V and I-E models captured the variation in the envelope size and the
range of motion during gait (Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4). For V-V model, the size variation was
coupled with the V-V slope of the tibial implant. PC axis deformation showed that the increase
in the envelope size and gait range of motion was linked to the increase in the valgus slope of the
tibial insert. Increase in tibial valgus slope opens the medial compartment more than the lateral,
which could potentially reduce the strain on the soft tissues from the medial compartment.
Reduced strain, which could lead to the lesser stiffness of the soft tissue, may have played a role
in increased V-V envelope and gait kinematics. For I-E model, increase in the envelope and gait
size was coupled with the femoral external rotation. While aligning the femoral implant,
surgeons usually rotate the implant externally [87, 88]. Studies have shown that the external
rotation of the femoral component decreases the lateral flexion gap without creating an
abnormally increased medial flexion gap, which reduces possibility of straining collateral
ligaments [39]. This indicates that the size of V-V and I-E envelope and gait was influenced by
the component orientation factors which do not strain the soft tissue structures. Changing
envelope and gait size was associated with the EpW and the M-L location of the collateral
origins. Thus, it can be inferred that the increase in the EpW was associated with the larger
envelopes which was related to the range of motion during gait.
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For both V-V and I-E models, variance explained by the subsequent PCs was relatively
small; however, they characterized a few interesting behaviors in the dataset. PC3 for both
motions summarized the size of envelope at mid-flexion and gait at swing phase. Deformation of
the PC axis showed that the femoral implant’s flexion-extension alignment affected this midflexion change. Flexed implant position increased the size of both envelope and gait at midflexion. A flexed alignment of the femoral implant would alter the tibiofemoral articulation,
which could have increased the envelope size at mid-flexion and at swing phase. PC4
summarized the varus and internal shift of the envelope at early flexion and was coupled with the
tibial implant’s I-E and V-V orientation respectively.
Several intra-surgery and post-surgery factors influences the post-TKA kinematics. The
influence of anatomical factors, which remain unchanged pre and post-surgery, on the post-TKA
kinematics is not reported in the literature. This study summarized how a few anatomical factors
affected the kinematics; however, it was difficult to distinguish the effects of anatomical and
implant orientation factors on the kinematics individually. During stance phase of a gait cycle,
compressive load at a knee joint can reach up to three times bodyweight. Under such a high
compressive load and quadriceps force, tibiofemoral stability is achieved by the dynamic knee
stabilizer; however, ligaments and other soft tissue structures play an important role in restricting
joint motion. The passive envelope of motion characterizes these soft tissue structures. During
swing phase of gait, there is limited load across a knee joint and the tibiofemoral motion is a
passive motion, which is partially driven by the passive knee structures. Therefore, in both stance
and swing phase of gait, envelope factors plays an important role, which was quantified by the
PCA model developed here.
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The dataset used for this study included both spatial and non-spatial data; such as
kinematics, implant orientation, Cartesian coordinates of the EpA and ligament origins (spatial)
and EpW, FPA, TPA (non-spatial). A PCA based bone morphing algorithm used a few
landmarks to predict the entire bone shape. Selective implant orientation, anatomical and
envelope measures, considered as shape landmarks, were used to obtain entire envelope and gait
kinematics, considered as a complete shape, by calculating most probable dataset subjected to
the boundary condition described by the anatomical and envelope measures. The algorithm
predicted entire envelope and a gait kinematics accurately and precisely (Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6 and
Table 5.2).
For envelope measures, the achieved minimum and maximum envelope boundaries at 10°,
50° and 100° knee flexion were obtained. Each of these flexion angles are representative of the
range of flexion angles during stance and swing phase of gait. For anatomical factors, only EpA
and origin of collaterals were considered. Numerous studies investigating an overall knee size
concluded that the femoral width could be used to define a knee size [89]. Also, stronger
correlations between femoral width and cruciates size have been established [8]. Therefore, EpW
was used as a representative anatomical factor for the entire bone. Since the insertion points of
the cruciates and other soft tissues were difficult to identify accurately, they were not considered
in the dataset.
There were few limitations associated with the study. Previous research has shown the effects
of intra-prober variation in identifying anatomical landmark on the kinematics [74, 90, 91]. This
could also affect the identification of anatomical and implant orientation factors used in this
model. Another limitation of this study was the sample size. Ten cadavers were used to develop
the PCA model, which could be considered as a small sample size for the included number of
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variables. Another limitation of the study was that the insertion locations of both collateral
ligaments were not included. Both medial and lateral collateral ligaments have long insertion
sites and representing them in one point could have compromised the model accuracy. Despite
these limitations, meaningful results were observed.
To highlight the usefulness of the coupled experimental and PCA approach, this study
demonstrated that the V-V and I-E PCA models can help understand the relationship between
envelope, gait kinematics, implant orientation and a few anatomical features. Approximately,
half of the variation in the dataset was due to the relative position of the envelope, gait, EpA and
collateral origin. Femoral component’s I-E alignment, frontal plane angle of EpA and S-I
location of LCL origin was associated with the orientation of both V-V envelop and gait
kinematics. Whereas, tibial implant’s I-E alignment, transverse plane angle of EpA and A-P
location of LCL origin was coupled with the I-E envelope and gait kinematics. One fourth of the
variation was due to the size of the envelope, gait and EpW. Tibial implant’s V-V slope and
femoral implant’s I-E alignment was coupled with the size and V-V and I-E envelope
respectively. Furthermore, the size of epicondylar width influenced the envelope size and the
range of motion during gait. The model was further developed to predict entire envelope and gait
kinematics accurately and precisely using envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and 100° and
anatomical variables. It is anticipated that results obtained here have potential benefits to
surgeons while making intra-surgery decisions about the implant alignment and ligament
balancing.
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5.5 Figures

Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for tibial passive envelope of motion. Femur was fixed and tibia was free to
move; moments were applied to the tibia while tibia was flexed from full extension to the terminal flexion.
Tibiofemoral kinematics was captured using rigid bodies, which were mounted on the femoral and tibial
fixtures.

Hip Axis

Quadriceps
Axis
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Rotation Axis
Ankle Flexion
Axis
VarusValgus Axis

Figure 5.2: Forces applied to a knee in the Kansas knee simulator (left) and a cadaveric knee aligned in the
KKS (right).
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Figure 5.3: +3σ (blue), mean (black) and -3σ (red) deformation along the PC1 and PC2 axes for the V-V
envelope (left) and gait (right). PC1 explained the variation in the dataset due to the relative position of the
envelope and gait, whereas PC2 explained the envelope and gait size.
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Figure 5.4: +3σ (blue), mean (black) and -3σ (red) deformation along the PC1 and PC2 axes for the I-E
envelope (left) and gait (right). PC1 explained the variation in the dataset due to the relative position of the
envelope and gait, whereas PC2 explained the envelope size and temporal shift in the peak tibial internal
rotation during gait.
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Figure 5.5: Mean (red), experimentally collected (black) and predicted (green) V-V motion of a random knee
during envelope (top) and gait (bottom). Predictions were performed using a PCA based morphing algorithm.
All anatomical measures and the envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and 100° (green asterisk) were used for the
envelope and gait prediction. Mean RMS error for the envelope prediction was 0.5° and for the gait
prediction was 1.7°.
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Figure 5.6: Mean (red), experimentally collected (black) and predicted (green) I-E motion of a random knee
during envelope (top) and gait (bottom). Predictions were performed using a PCA based morphing algorithm.
All anatomical measures and the envelope boundaries at 10°, 50° and 100° (green asterisk) were used for the
envelope and gait prediction. Mean RMS error for the envelope prediction was 2.4° and for the gait
prediction was 1.4°.
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5.6 Tables
Table 5.1: Percentage variation in the anatomy, implant orientation, envelope and gait kinematics
explained by first few PCs along with their interpretation. Two separate models were developed
for V-V and I-E motions. Four PCs explained about 95% of the variation for the V-V dataset,
whereas, three PCs explained 91.3% variation in the I-E dataset. FPA and TPA: Frontal and
Transverse plane angle of epicondylar axis

Principal components
PC Variance Cumulative

V-V

Variation Interpretation
Envelope

PC1

50.9

50.9

shift

PC2

24.2

75.1

Size
Envelope
size in midflexion
Varus shift
during early
flexion

PC3

11.8

86.9

PC4

8.6

95.5

PC1

50.6

50.6

shift

PC2

34.7

85.3

Size

PC3

6.0

91.3

PC4

3.7

95.0

I-E

Envelope
size in midflexion
Internal shift
in early
flexion

Gait

Anatomical
Factor

Implant
Orientation

Femoral I-E
FPA, S-I
rotation
location of
Shift of a
lateral EpA
motion
and LCL
origin
Tibial V-V
EpW, M-L
Magnitude of
rotation
location of
range of
both MCL and
motions
LCL
A-P location Femoral F-E
Range during
of both MCL rotation
swing phase
and LCL
Varus shift
S-I location of Tibial I-E
during stance both med and rotation
lateral EpA
phase
Tibial I-E
TPA, A-P
rotation
location of
Shift of a
lateral EpA,
motion
A-P location
of LCL origin
Femoral I-E
Magnitude of
EpW, M-L
rotation
range of motion
location of
and temporal
both MCL and
shift of peak
LCL
internal rotation
S-I location of Femoral F-E
Range during
both MCL and rotation
swing phase
LCL
Internal shift
Tibial V-V
A-P location
during stance
slope
of MCL
phase
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Table 5.2: Mean RMS error (°) for the envelope and gait predictions of V-V and I-E motions. For each knee,
envelope and gait kinematics was predicted and later compared with the actual kinematics.

Knee
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

VV
Envelope
0.93
0.39
0.79
0.63
2.58
0.35
0.66
0.56
0.50
1.23

Gait
0.34
0.20
0.61
0.55
2.56
0.26
0.67
0.22
1.72
1.21
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IE
Envelope
0.17
0.32
1.07
0.41
1.02
1.10
0.30
0.15
2.38
1.57

Gait
0.88
0.98
1.21
0.75
1.01
1.11
0.80
1.02
1.47
1.58

Appendix A
The algorithm was developed and explained by the Styner et al. For PCA the mean model is
the most probable surface. Therefore, the 'most probable surface' which satisfies the boundary
conditions would be the surface which has minimal deviation from the mean. This objective
function can be satisfied by minimizing the Mahalanobis-distance Dm.
To determine the most probable surface given the position of an arbitrary point j, the

r

minimally Mahalanobis-distant surface b that contains the point j at the required position pj
must be found. So for all possible displacements pj, a shape vector є span(U) which translates the
point j in direction (in the object space) would be seek, thereby only inducing a minimal
deformation of the overall surface. More precisely, the shape vector shall be effect a unit
displacement of the vertex j in the direction of a data point, and, as there are probably many such
vectors, they shall be of minimal Mahalanobis-length Dm. Once the vector is found, one can
satisfy all possible boundary conditions pj with minimal deformation of the surface by just
adding the appropriately weighted “basis" vector to the mean. This problem gives rise to the
following constrained optimization:
Let rj denote the unknown basis vector causing unit translation of point j. The mahalanobislength Dm of this vector then given by:
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Where,

∑-1

∑

∑ = covariance matrix
U = Eigenvectors
= Diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
= Eigenvalue
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,

depend only on a row of U, Sub-matrix Uj is obtained from the

Taking into account that
following equation:

[ xj ] = ⎡⎣ xj ⎤⎦ + ⎡⎣U j ⎤⎦ b = ⎡⎣ xj ⎤⎦ + U jb
Where,

Uj = Jth row of matrix U.
b = UT *P

… P = Data matrix.

To minimize the mahalonobis-distance Dm subject to the constraint of a decoupled translation
by one unit, Lagrange function was introduced. This constrained optimization routine was solved
using a Lagrange function (Lj) by Styner et al.
If the basis vectors and the Lagrange multiplier is combined according to Rj = [rj],

2

R

U T L …………. (1)

U R = I …………. (2)
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If rj is the basis vector, then result from simple algebraic operations (resolve (1) for Rj and
replace Rj in (2) by the result), use the resulting equation to find L

2U

UT

. Substitute

for Lj in (1) and Rj is given by:
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While,

]=

UT U

UT

, describes the translation of xj by one unit. The most probable surface p given the

displacement [Δx] of an arbitrary data point j is then determined by,
p% = p + UR j [ x j ]
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Before the next control point is considered, one must ensure that the subsequent
modifications will not alter the previously obtained data and thus the components from the
statistic that caused a displacement from previous point were removed. The variation coded by
the point was subtracted from each instance i, and rebuild the statistic afterwards. For the first
part of this operation, the basis vectors Rj weighted by the specific displacement [Δxj ]Ti was
subtracted from each object instance
%

bi j = bi − R j ⎡⎣ Δx j ⎤⎦ = bi − R jU j bi = ( I − R jU j )bi
Where,

∆

and Δpi = pi − p

After this step, a new data description that is invariant with respect to point j is obtained. In
%

order to rebuild the statistic, a PCA to the normalized data {bi j | i ∈ {1,..., N }} was applied. The
point-normalized principal components, denoted by Uj, confirm the expected behavior and
validate the removal of the variation in respect of point j.
The final most probable surface p% l is given by reversing the point elimination procedure, that
is, by combining the data information that is coded by the various control points. Accordingly,
%

the mean surface p with all the weighted principal basis functions R sjkk −1 was combined
l

p% l = p + ∑ U s k −1 R sjkk −1 ⎡⎣ Δx jk ⎤⎦
%

%

k =1

Therefore, final recursive data, p% k , will be obtained by,
%

%

p% k = p k −1 + U Sk −1 R sjkk −1 ⎡⎣ Δx jk ⎤⎦
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work
Kinematics variation is the inheritant part of the joint mechanics; factors such as patient
anatomy, joint loading, implant alignment and neuromuscular feedbacks are all variable in
nature. As stated in the Introduction, purpose of the current research was to combine
experimental methodology with statistical models to understand the variation in passive knee
envelope, anatomy, implant alignment and functional kinematics. These models could then be
used to assist surgeons in making intra-operative decisions. Research summarized in the previous
chapters ensures an important step towards the goal.
Chapter 3 described a methodology to perform passive knee envelope assessment and
develop PCA model. This study demonstrated the capability of PCA and its application to
identify modes of variation in the passive knee envelope. In recent years, navigation systems
such as CAS have been gaining popularity [40]. Surgeons can perform and collect tibiofemoral
kinematics during intra-surgery passive knee envelope. Combined with knee kinematics
collected by a CAS system, the PCA methodology developed in Chapter 3 could be used to
obtain patient-specific passive knee characteristics.
This modeling methodology offers an opportunity to further understand the variation in
active motion paths and their relationship with various anatomical factors. The PCA model
developed in Chapter 4 shed light on the relationship between passive knee envelope, knee
anatomy and functional kinematics during gait. Furthermore, a PCA based morphing algorithm
can predict the entire envelope and gait kinematics using anatomical factors and a subset of
envelope measures. Results obtained in the current study, provides the relationship of anatomy
and passive envelope with active kinematics. Although during surgery, surgeons do not have a
priori knowledge about the patient’s kinematics during functional activities, passive knee
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assessment is usually performed. Surgeons could potentially use MRI to get the anatomical
features and use passive knee envelope at certain flexion angles and predict entire patientspecific envelope and kinematics during functional activities.
Chapter 5 demonstrates the ability of a PCA model to explain relationship between knee
anatomy, implant alignment, post-TKA envelope and kinematics during gait. During surgery,
surgeons follow several philosophies to find optimum alignment of the implant. Numerous in
vivo and in vitro studies have been performed to understand the influence of implant alignment
on the kinematics [36, 38, 39, 86, 92]. In recent years, navigational systems have been using
algorithms to predict femoral and tibial implant alignments before securing them on the bone.
These implant alignments along with the anatomical and a few envelope features can be used to
predict the post-TKA kinematics. In the current study, all implant alignments were described
relative to the Grood and Suntay femoral and tibial coordinate frames. Previous research has
demonstrated that the femoral coordinate frames developed using Grood and Suntay description
are more precise [90]. However, inter and intra-prober error in indentifying the land marks could
reflect in the implant alignment features.
Previous research has shown the effects of inter and intra-prober variation in identifying
anatomical landmark on the kinematics [74, 90, 91]. Variation in the anatomical coordinate
frame definition could essentially result into the different magnitude of I-E and V-V motion at
the start point. Kinematics data used in Chapter 3 was normalized to the mid-point of the
envelope at full extension. Whereas, kinematics dataset used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 was
non-normalized absolute data. Despite this, major mode of variation (PC1) in both normalized
and non-normalized dataset was the shift in the envelope and gait kinematics. The observation
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indicates that the shift in envelope and gait kinematics, variation explained by the first PC, was
not caused due to the variation in anatomical coordinate frame definition.
In the reported research, three separate set of PC models were developed; first, only passive
envelope, second, anatomy-passive envelope-gait and third, anatomy-implant alignmentenvelope-gait. These studies summarized how a few anatomical and implant alignment factors
affected the kinematics; however, it was difficult to distinguish the effects of anatomical factors
and implant orientation on the kinematics individually. Also, in these three models, maximum
variation in the tibiofemoral kinematics, during envelope and gait, was due to its shift, whereas,
second maximum variation was due to the envelop size and the gait ROM. Although other
variables such as EpW, its orientation and implant alignment showed their influence on the
kinematics, the role played by them individually was not calculated.
In a recently published study, Laz et al. developed a methodology to calculate contribution of
patellar implant alignment variables on each PC [93]. Models developed in this study could be
further developed to estimate contribution of each variable on the kinematics. Another option
would be to perform envelope and gait prediction using all the variables and then by eliminating
one variable at a time. There exists sufficient experimental data in the dataset used for Chapter 3,
4 and 5 to perform such a predictions, which could potentially help understand the role played by
individual factor in the output kinematics. Also, achieved maximum and minimum envelope
boundaries at 10º, 50º and 100º of knee flexion were used for gait predictions. Extensive design
of experiment approach can be used to observe the effect of envelope boundaries at different
flexion angles on the predictions.
Finally, envelope and gait predictions were more accurate for the post-surgery PCA models
than the natural PCA models. For both natural and post-surgery models, the collateral origins and
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the epicondylar width, a knee size measure, were the only anatomical factors considered. Origin
locations of the cruciates were difficult to measure and were not included in the study. Numerous
studies have reported variation in the natural tibial posterior slope [16, 43, 94]. Blankevoort et al.
measured slope of the medial and lateral tibial plateau [16]. The group concluded that the tibial
posterior slope was not only significantly different between the medial and lateral plateau, but
also across the gender and ethnicity. Previous research has demonstrated a positive relationship
between the epicondylar width and other tibiofemoral size variables; however, relationship of
epicondylar width with tibial slope is not reported in the literature. In this study, natural PCA
models did not include the cruciate origins and the tibial posterior slope, which may have
affected their prediction accuracy. In post-surgery PCA models, the tibial posterior slope, along
with a few other implant orientation factors, was included. Furthermore, during surgery, both
cruciate ligaments were sacrificed (∑ PS Fixed, DePuy Inc.). So, compared to natural PCA
models, post-TKA models used more ‘complete’ information.
An understanding of the impact of the anatomy and implant alignment variable on the
kinematics can provide guidance to concentrate on those variables of the primary concern.
Overall, this work demonstrated the ability of PCA as a methodology to interpret multivariate
kinematics. Furthermore, the models developed here shed light on the relationship between a
subset of knee anatomical features, implant alignment, envelope and functional kinematics
during gait. The combine experimental and PCA approach can serve as a tool, which can account
for various sources of variation in the dataset and assist the knee implant designers and surgeons.
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